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SUMMARY
A digital computer program has been prepared for the simulation of
gas motion driven by combustion energy within a slab rocket motor.
The computer program is based on numerically integrating the laws of
inviscid fluid dynamics by a two-step Lax-Wendroff technique. Pro-
visions have been made in the program for a sound-absorbing liner at
the wall of the chamber to simulate the absorption of acoustic waves.
The program has been employed to illustrate the effects of some of
the variables on combustion instability and its suppression. Suggestions
for further use of the computer program in the investigation of unstable
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The theories that have been proposed to explain the observed high
frequency oscillations that arise under certain conditions in the com-
bustion chambers of liquid propellant rocket engines have been based
on the laws of inviscid fluid flow. However, in general, because of
the complexity of the non-linear partial differential equations it has
been necessary to employ linearized or simplified versions of these
equations. Many useful qualitative results were obtained by the line-
arized equations. For example Culick (I) was able to show the general
effects of the distribution of energy in the chamber, mass flow of pro-
pellants, chamber pressure, and chamber size on the stability of gas
flow.
However, to show the quantitative effects of the many variables on
wave motion it is necessary to employ the non-linear equations directly.
Such an approach was taken by Priem and Guentert (2) in a theoretical
analysis of high frequency instability. This analysis was based on a
toroidal combustion chamber and was directed toward determining the
magnitude of the disturbance that was required to cause instability.
Priem (3) further expanded on these results to show the effects of chemical
reaction rate, vaporization, and atomization on the stability boundary.
The approach of using the non-linear gas dynamics equations has been
continued. This report describes a _u,,,_L=L program for the _--"I_'__,,_=L_uL,of
the time-dependent flow of gas that is driven by the combustion energy
release in a slab rocket motor. The purpose of the simulation is to
model high-frequency unstable combustion in a slab motor and its sup-
pression by a sound-absorbing (acoustic) liner. The gas flow properties
are computed by numerical integration of the conservation laws using a
two-step Lax-Wendroff technique.
It should be noted that the computer program only provides for the
calculation of the dynamics of the combustion gas assuming that the gas
phase is homogeneous in a slab motor. Thus, it does not provide for the
actual spray combustion mechanism when starting with liquid propellants
or for other chamber geometries. It does not appear practical at this
time to calculate the dynamics of a spray that would include vaporization,
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mixing, and the rates of chemical reaction by the inviscid flow equations
for a two-dimensional geometry because of computer limitations. For this
reason, the combustion process, in steady-state simulation, is represented
simply as the overall rate of combustion energy release assuming that
the combustion is distributed evenly throughout the chamber. In transient
simulation, the combustion is represented in the steady energy release
modified to account for the effect of pressure at any time on the rate of
energy release. Hence, the program can be used for any propellant system,
requiring only specification of the overall heat of combustion. If, for
a specific propellant system, it is known that combustion is concentrated
in a particular zone within the chamber, then the program can be easily
modified to account for this distribution of energy.
It is necessary to prescribe or calculate the values of the dependent
variables on the chamber boundary to simulate the gas flow within
the motor. The injector face is the only part of the combustion chamber
for which the principles of gas dynamics do not provide the basis for the
"boundary conditions". Ideally, the transients of the propellant supply
system and the injector should be described mathematically in detail.
These models would be coupled with the inviscid flow equations at the
face. However, the inclusion of this detail would greatly increase the
computing time. In addition, it does not appear likely that the propellant
supply system greatly influences the acoustic oscillations of the gas flow-
ing in the combustion chamber. Therefore, for an initial study of sound
wave suppression, it appears that specification of the enthalpy and the
momenta at the injector face are adequate. Since propellant supply and
injector system are not included in the mathematical model, the program is
not intended for use in calculating starting transients. It would be
necessary to add the propellant supply and injector systems to use the
program to calculate starting transients.
The major benefit of the program lies in the fact that the energy
release, wave motion, and wave suppression are coupled in a manner
representative of that which occurs in an actual engine. Current
theories used for sound-absorbing liner performance analysis or design
do not provide for this couplin_ _en_ r,_n_ +_-_'-- do L_uL provide ._
a basis for predicting the effect of the liner design variables in con-




The computer program has been employed to obtain simulations, included
herein, for steady-state, as well as transient, gas flow within the rocket
motor when energy is released within the combustion chamber. The gas flow
in the transient period takes the form of acoustic waves. A simulation
of the suppression of these waves by an acoustic liner installed at the
wall of the chamber is also included.
Numerical integration was also attempted using a predictor-corrector
technique, which is presented in Appendix C. It was found empirically
that the predictor-corrector technique was unstable for all parameter
values.
The investigation described in this report parallels the efforts of
Dr. S. Z. Burstein, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Courant Institute
of Mathematical Sciences, New York University. Dr. Burstein's work is
described in "Non-Linear Combustion Instability in Liquid-Propellant
Rocket Engines," NASA TR 32-1111, 15 September 1967. His efforts are
directed primarily toward the traveling transverse mode in cylindrical
chambers, whereas this report is directed toward standing transverse or
longitudinal waves in slab motors.
The author gratefully acknowledges the invaluable assistance rendered
by Dr. Burstein, who supplied the Lax-Wendroff techniques used in this
report and who provided generous guidance during the preparation and use
of this computer program.
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SECTION II
GAS MOTION WITHIN SLAB MOTORS AND ACOUSTIC LINERS
The slab motor for which the gas motion is to be simulated by the
computer program described in this report is shown in figure i. The
dimensions refer to the specific motor for which the computed results















Figure i. Slab Motor FD 23804
Normally, consideration of all three dimensions (x, y and z) would
be necessary to simulate the motion of the gas within the motor. However,
if the width (distance along z coordinate) is sufficiently Small, the
problem can be reduced to two dimensions by assuming that the flow is
zero in the z direction. Difficulties in making simulations and the time
required are thus reduced.
A sound-absorbing (acoustic) liner can be installed within a combustion
chamber to absorb part of the energy in a propagated wave. The transverse
waves are, in general, the significant mode of vibration; the liner is
installed at the periphery of the chamber to absorb these waves. The
acoustic liner is essentially a perforated plate that is installed a short
d_r_,,-,_ _.v.,,4:.. . _,,_'^ o_-_+_ ---_w=,-- of ctLe...._moeL. ±he size and spacing of
the apertures and the distance separating the liner and wall are
design variables.
II-i
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Figure 2. Slab Motor With Acoustic Liner FD 23806













Figure 3. Two-Dimensional Representation





The present acoustic liner design is based on the theory of the
Helmholtz resonator for a wave striking the surface of the resonator.
The current theory does not, however, include the coupling of the com-
bustion energy release rate to the wave dynamics. An objective of this
contract is to provide a method of coupling energy release to the
suppression of the driven sound waves by the acoustic liner through the
use of the nonhomogeneous conservation laws.
The gas motion within the motor and the acoustic liner (if provided)
is simulated by means of the inviscid equations of fluid motion, which
fulfill the principles of the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy.
The equations, in divergence form (variables are nondimensional), are:
_ = -m -n +M
"E x y
2
( m ) _(m_)
mt = - P+P- x y
2
nt - P-/x V )y







p = mass per unit volume
m = pu = momentum in x direction per unit volume
n = pv = momentum in y direction per unit volume
le 2 n 2 )
E = p + m + = total energy per unit volume
e = jcvdt = internal energy
c = constant volume heat capacity
v
p = p(_- l)e = (_- i) (E m2 + n2)2p = pressure
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M = mass addition to the gas phase per unit volume and time
due to propellant vaporization
Q = energy release rate per unit volume and time due to combustion
x,y = space coordinates
x,y,t = subscripts indicate differentiation.
The values of Q will be a function ol the other dependent variables.
Since propellant vaporization is not considered in this application, the
value of M is set equal to zero. Q is also set equal to zero in this
volume between liner and chamber wall. The conservation laws may be
written in terms of p, m, n and E by substituting for the pressure to
ob ta in
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Integration of equation (5) is the means of simulating gas motion
within the motor discussed in this report.
As noted in the introduction, it is necessary to specify the values
of the dependent variables on the chamber boundaries to integrate
equation (5). The "boundary conditions" prescribed for the chamber and
nozzle walls and the nozzle exit are discussed in Section III. We have
elected to specify the enthalpy and momenta at the injector face in place
of a description of the propellant supply system. This permits calcula-
tion of the density at the injector face from:
_P ((_
P- 2(V_I)Ho i + i + 2H ° (6)
where
p = dens ity
p = pressure
m = longitudinal momentum
H = enthalpy
= c /c = ratio of specific heats
p v
and the subscript "o" refers to the initial condition at the boundary.
The derivation of equation (6) is presented in Appendix B.
The foregoing provides a specification of three (p, m, and n) of the
four dependent variables at the injector face. However, because the
equation (5) is hyperbolic it is not possible to specify the value of the
fourth (E, energy) at the face and this must be calculated from the
properties of the internal flow field corresponding to the characteristic
direction"u-c"
where: u = x-component of gas velocity
c = sonic velocity
The energy is calculated from equation (7)
_t(P" PoCo u) + (u-C)_x(p- PoCo u)
_( _ 2 _v
= _ v° _ P PoCo u) - PoCo _-_
(7)








Because the equations are nonlinear, their integration must be per-
formed numerically. The numerical integration is accomplished using the
two-step Lax-Wendroff technique supplied by Dr. S. Z. Burstein, Assistant
Professor of Mathematics, Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences,
New York University. Another technique (Predictor-Corrector) was
investigated briefly and is presented in Appendix C. Other techniques
are also available (see Reference 4).
The numerical integration technique is based on the evaluation of the
vector function W at time = At from the values at time = 0 for each point
of a grid superimposed on the geometry considered. Figure 4 presents the
grid for a i/2-in, mesh for the slab motor shown in figure i. (Any mesh
spacing can be employed; the l/2-in, mesh was chosen for illustration.)
A mesh spacing of 1/4 in. will be presented in the acoustic liner dis-
cussion. Specific details of the motor shown in figure 4 will be given

































(') Interior Points X Virtual Points
[] Points of Gas Introduction E Extrapolated Point
• Boundary Points F Fixed Point
Figure 4. Configuration of Mesh Points for FD 20976C
Unlined Chamber Based on i/2-inch
Spacing
A two-step Lax-Wendroff scheme is one in which temporary values are




to generate a solution that is 2nd-order accurate. Several variations can
be used. The specific difference equations used in this report are
* I
Wi+_,j+½(At ) = _[Wi+l,j(O ) + W. +t,j+l(°) (8)
Wi+l,j+l(O) + W.t,j(o)] +
At I2Ax Fi+l,j(o) - F..(o) +l,J
Fi+l,j+l(O) - F. (o)I +l, j+l
At
2--_y{Gi+l,j+l(O) - Gi+l,j(o) +
G. (o) - G. )lt,j+l l,j (° + At [Ki,j(o)l
W. j(At) = W .(o) + At {t, i,j _ Fi+l, j(°) Fi_l,j(o) + (9)
Fi+½,j+½(At) - Fi_½,J+½(At) +
_i+½,J_½(At) - _i_½,J_½(At) I +
at i4Ay Gi,j+l(°) " Gi,j-l(°) +
Gi+½,j+½(At) - Gi+½,J_½(At) +
_i-½,J+½(At) - _i-½,j-½(at)l + At ILi,j(AO i
F and G indicate the evaluation of vectors F and G using values of
W and
Ki, j (o) = 0.25 IHi+l,j (o) + Hi,j+ 1 (o) + Hi+l,j+ I (o) + Hi, j (o)]
Li, j (At) = 0.50 [ Hi, j (o) + 0.25 (Hi+I/2,j+i/2 (At) + Hi+i/2,j_i/2 (At)
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References 4 and 5 present further discussions of the mathematical
aspects of the Lax-Wendroff schemes. Note that the solution to the dif-
ference equations represents only the solution to equation 5 as the mesh
is refined (_x-_0, Ay-_0) with a fixed ratio of _t/Ax within the stability
limit. The size of the mesh required to achieve convergence must be de-
termined empirically. This aspect will be discussed in Section V, Results.
Reference 4 presents a detailed mathematical description of convergence.






A smoothing operator can be introduced into the Lax-Wendroff difference
equations to eliminate metastable behavior. This operator, supplied by
Dr. S. Z. Burstein, may be constructed from the nonlinear diffusion
equation
"t=_I(luxlwx)=+ (Iv,l.,)y (_)
bv an implicit ale_n=e_n_-M_=_e_- + o_.. m_ .,
............ o ........ ,,_e_,,,,_ue. _,,= equations at erie
mesh point (xi,Yj) are
.(,) _-_<o)+_o/lu(O) _<O)l(w<O)__(o))i,j i,j i+l,j - i,j \ i+l,j i,j - (14)
1 \ l,J
i,j i,j i,j+l i,j \ i,j+l i,j/ - (15)
l
i,j i,j-i W . W..
,J 1,j-
where W (0)
i _ is the solution of the Lax-Wendroff difference equations
_j
W (I) is the result of smoothing in the x-direction only, and W (2) is
i ,j i ,j
the final smooth result obtained by sweeping in the y-direction.
III-3
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In add it ion:




It was found necessary to incorporate the smoothing operator into
the computations to eliminate mathematical instability during the genera-
tion of the steady state. Two of the transient simulations (refer to
Section V - Computed Results) were made with values of D equal to 0 and 3.
The computed results obtained with the two different values of D were
identical. It has thus been concluded that the diffusion operator,
equation (13), does not affect the computed transient results in this appli-
cation of the two-step Lax-Wendroff technique. Conventionally this operator
is required to dampen steep gradients or discontinuities (shock waves) in
the computer solution, when these are present, to maintain stability.
However, steep gradients or discontinuities were not present in the tran-
sient computations made in this studies.
The difference equations provide a means of calculating the values of
p, m, n, and E for the arrangement of mesh points shown in figure 4 at
successive time intervals. Calculation of the functional values at interior
mesh points follows directly from the difference equations. Special treat-
ment is required to compute the functional values at grid points on rigid
walls. To provide the necessary information to the difference equations,
a "reflection" principle is employed that images the grid line immediately
adjacent and parallel to the rigid wall onto a "virtual" grid line outside
the boundary (see figure 4).
The virtual points are obtained from the grid points by requiring
that (i) the momentum normal to a rigid wall should be zero, (2) the
energy and density gradients across a rigid wall should be zero, and
(3) the momentum tangent to a rigid wall should have a zero gradient
across that wall.
For a wall parallel to the x-axis, these conditions are expressed
mathematically as :








Ek,i,j+ I = Ek,i,jT I
and, for a wall parallel to the y-axis, as
(18)
(19)
_)k,i+l, j = Pk,iTl, j
mk,i+l,j ='mk,i_l,j
nk,i_+l,j = nk,i:Fl,j





For a rigid boundary that makes an angle, a, with the x-axis, a more
complicated construction must be used. Since the slope of the wall is
known, the line normal to its surface and passing through the virtual point
may be constructed. Referring to figure 5, functional values at LO, LI,
and L2, which are the points of intersection of the local normal with
the first three interior horizontal grid lines, are obtained by quadratic
















Figure 5. Reflection at an Oblique Boundary
The interpolation formula is
FD 20245A
W(S) _ W(So)+ (S-S0)W[So,SI] + (S-S0)(S-SI)W[S0,SI,S2]
III-5
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whe re
W[SoI = W(S 0)
.1,,1- .[,el





with W(L 0) and W(L2) obtained similarly.
The three points, L0,LI, and L2, define a quadratic function along the
normal. The functional values at the interior point, 2, are found by first
calculating n, the distance along the normal from L I to 2 and then using a
Taylor's Series Bxpansion to determine W(2), i.e.,
_) h2 _2W_ (26)W(2) = W(L I + h) = W(LI) + h _W + _ L2/
LI L I
where _-_L refers to differentiation along the normal and /_I and _L_-_2_




_2W__ = W(L2) - 2W(LI) + W(L 0)
_L 2iLl 2(AL) 2
(28)
AL = L 2 - L I = L 1 - L 0
III =6
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Once the functional values at point 2 have been determined, the values
at the corresponding virtual point l may be calculated via the reflection
The necessary relationships may be derived as follows:
Tangential momentum component at point 2
PT2 = M2 cos _ + n2 sin _ (29)
Normal momentum component at point 2
PN2 = M2 sin _ - n 2 cos _ (30)
The reflection principle yields
PTI = PT2 (31)
PNI = - PN2
principle.
M1 = PTI cos _ + PNI sin
2
= M 2 cos _ + N 2 sin _ cos _ - M 2 sin 2
MI = 2[M 2 cos _ + N 2 sin_l cos_ - M 2
N1 = PTI sin_ - PNI cos
(32)
+ N 2 sin _ cos
(33)
2
= M o sin_ cos_ + No sin _ + M_ sin_ cos _ -
z. _ L





N 2 cos _ (35)
(36)
Pl = P2 (37)
E 1 = E2 (38)
Using equations 25, 28, 29, and 30 a virtual line parallel to an oblique
boundary may be calculated.
As recommended by Dr. Burstein, the calculated flow field includes
both a subsonic nozzle and a short section of a supersonic nozzle. The
supersonic section is included so that extrapolation of the dependent
variables in the supersonic regime, where the characteristics are all in
the downstream direction, can be employed as the boundary conditions
111-7
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at the open end of the chamber. Thus, the error introduced by the
extrapolation is not transmitted back to the flow calculations of the
subsonic section. Extrapolation to the last line in the supersonic
regime is accomplished by assigning the values from the next to the
last line.
The following difference equation, supplied by Dr. Burstein, is
enlarged to numerically integrate equation (7) to obtain the boundary
conditions at the injector face.
Pn+l,2,j = Pn,3,j + PoColUn+l,2,j - un,3,jl +
(39)
(1 + xs)[(i - _) Pn,2,j - Pn+l,3,j - poCo(Un,2,j - Un+l,3,_l
_Vo I
2(1 --X_)I Pn,3,j+l - Pn,3,j-I + Pn,2,j+l Pn,2,j-I -
PoCo(Un,3,j+l - Un,3,j_ I






S = Un, 2 ,j + Un+l,3, j -c ln,2,j Cn+l,3,j
Derivations of the differential and difference equations are







Two computer programs have been prepared. The first program performs
the numerical integration to simulate the flow field for a lined as well
as an unlined chamber. The second program converts the input data or com-
puted results, usually a steady state, for a given mesh size into input
data for a mesh half as large. This arrangement has been employed to
reduce the amount of input data cards necessary for small mesh sizes.
Descriptions of the integration and the conversion programs are presented
in the following paragraphs.
The programs have been employed with mesh sizes of 1/4 and 1/2 in.
Except for the liner subroutine as presented in this report, however, any
mesh size can be employed.
Selection of the mesh size should be based on the convergence of the
solution. Several mesh sizes, in descending order, should be employed
in separate calculations and the size selected so that the solution
does not change appreciably when the size is further reduced. As dis-
cussed later in the report, it was not possible to follow this procedure
in this investigation because of funding limitations.
The program has been written with a fixed slope to the wall of the
supersonic nozzle to simplify programing. As noted earlier, the super-
sonic nozzle in this program provides a boundary condition only at the
discharge end of the combustion chamber.
Flow diagrams and a listing for each subroutine are included in
Appendix E.
B. INTEGRATION PROGRAM
The integration program has been subdivided into eight subroutines to
perform the numerical integration described in Section III. Outlined
in the following pages are the principal variables, the subroutines, and
their primary purposes.
IV-i
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The program has been arranged so that the computation can be stopped
at any desired stage, the results stored on tape, and the computation
restarted.
The running time on the IBM 360, Model 65 computer is approximately
3 sec per each time interval of integration for the i/2-in, mesh shown
in figure 5. The running time is increased to 12 sec per time interval
(At) when the mesh is reduced to 1/4 in. The integration time interval
for the i/4-in, mesh is reduced to about half that required by the I/2-in.
mesh. The computer time required to achieve the same total simulation
time is therefore about 8 times longer with a i/4-in, mesh than with a
I/2-in. mesh. The program requires 40K of storage on the IBM 360 written
for single-precision arithmetic. The storage is increased if double-
precision arithmetic is employed, but the running time is not significantly
increased and the accuracy is unaffected.
The program requires only 0.4 sec per At when run on the CDC 6600
computer with single-precision arithmetic and a i/2-in, mesh.
i. Variables Used in the Integration Program
The following variables are used to represent the number of Ax's
in the various horizontal dimensions as illustrated in figures 7 and 8:
LENXI = Number of Ax's in the length of the acoustic liner
(the program is arranged so that LENXI is to be -i
if a liner is not used)
LENX2 = Number of_Ax's in the length up to the beginning
of the oblique boundaries
LENX3 = Number of _x's in the length up to the end of the
oblique boundaries
LENX4 = Number of Ax's in the total length.
The following variables are used to represent the number of _y's in
the various vertical dimensions as illustrated in figures 7 and 8:
LENYI = Number of Ay's between chamber and liner walls (LENYI
is zero if the liner is absent)
LENY2 = Number of Ay's between chamber wall and throat wall
LENY3 = Number of Ay's between chamber wall and the opposite
throat wall
LENY4 = Number of Ay's between chamber wall and the opposite
liner wall
















variables and functions of dependent variables
dependent variable array where I and J
point, I is the horizontal position, J
i position and when
i, W represents p = density
2, W represents m = x-momentum
3, W represents n = y-momentum
4, W represents E = total energy
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Figure 6. Configuration of Mesh Points for Unlined FD 20976D
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When a liner is present, W represents the values for these points
in the interior of the chamber between the liner walls, and A (K,I,J)
represents the dependent variables between the liner and wall. K,I, and J
have the same meaning as presented above.
The following functions of the dependent variables are employed;
• In the interior of the chamber
2
m
XMOM2 (I ,J) = -_
n2
YMOM2 (I ,J) = _-
2 2
VSQ(I,J) - m + n
p2
2. Between the liner and the chamber wall
2
m
XMOM2A (I ,J) = _--
2
n







The following real variables are employed in the program.
AO = Reference speed of sound
CONI = PoAo
CON2 = PoAom/g




ENERO = Reference energy = E o
FUDGE = Fraction of linear stability At used in integration
GAM=_
GAMI = _- i
GAM2 = (?- 1)/2
GAM3 = (_- 3)/2
OMEGA = Frequency
IV-5
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PO = Reference pressure = P
o
_JE = Energy per unit volume released by combustion
QP = Perturbed energy per unit volume
RHOO = Reference density = _o
SQ = 1/V -
THICK = Liner thickness
TND = Nondimensionalized total time
TTOL = Total time
TP = Length of energy addition
TO = Reference temperature
XM = Molecular weight of the gas
XMU = Viscosity
XLEN = Length of chamber
YLEN = Width of chamber
The following integer variables are employed in the program:
IDROP(I) = Number of the vertical row of mesh points where
a grid point is lost or gained at the top and
bottom due to the oblique boundaries; I = 1,2,..., n
where n = IX4+I
IR(1) = Remainder upon dividing I by the number of mesh
points in the liner hole plus liner wall. This is
used in identifying the holes in the acoustical
liner
KICOFF = Instability test variable
NOPT = H-function option
TCOUNT = Trip counter
T = Number of At's in total run
TT = Print increment; data will be printed every TTth time.
2. Subroutine MAIN
The principal function of MAIN is to call the remaining seven sub-
routines. In addition, the information required to restart a calculation
that has been stopped to review progress is also written on tape in this
subroutine.
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3. Subroutine INITIAL
The purpose of INITIAL is to read in the input data, calculate the
parameters that describe the chamber geometry and nondimensionalize the
values of the flow variables. The input data can either be from cards
only, or cards and tape, depending on whether a new run is to be made
or a run in progress is to be continued.
Essentially any complete specification of the flow field will suffice
to start a simulation. However, it is preferable if the calculations are
started near a steady-state solution to conserve computer time. A sug-
gested method for preparing input data is given in the following paragraphs.
The program as written provides for the flow field data to be expressed
in foot, pound, and second units.
In most engineering applications the following data will be available:
i. Chamber dimensions
2. Throat cross-sectional area
3. Distance between throat and chamber exit
4. Propellants and their flowrates
5. Temperature of the gas at the injector face.
From these data, the amount of heat to be evolved, as well as the
molecular weights of the combustion gases, can be determined, and an
approximate steady-state flow field calculated as follows:
o The temperature of the gas _+ +_ __ exit can _
calculated by the heat balance
AT = _H/_C
P
whereAH= Total heat evolved, ft ib/sec
_$ = Total flowrate, ib/sec
C = Heat capacity, ft ib/ib °R
P
AT = Temperature rise, °R
(4O)
, The chamber pressure can be computed from these data by
the formula presented in Reference 6
p= (41)
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where _ = Total flowrate, ib/sec
T = Temperature, OR
A = Chamber cross-section area, ft 2
g = Gravitational constant, ft/sec 2
_=c/c
p v
R = Gas constant, ft lb/lb °R
M = Mach number




The density, p, in the chamber can be obtained from




In general, the temperatures at each point in the chamber
should be obtained by interpolating the temperatures at
the injector face and the chamber exit; then the density
at each point should be calculated.
5. The total energy, E, is computed from
P m 2
E - + --
- i 2gp
which is obtained from the definitions following equa-
tion (4). In the absence of data and/or a means to




Values of the flow variables for the nozzles are calculated from
the compressible flow functions defined in Reference 6. Briefly, the
procedure is to
i. Calculate the Mach number corresponding to the area ratio
from
A [211+ M21]
A t M _ i
(45)
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.where A = Area of duct
A = Area of throat
t
M = Mach number
= Cp/C v









Where T = Temperature
T = Total temperature
o
Calculate the pressure from equation 41
The x-momentum is calculated from the continuity equation 42
The total energy is obtained from equation 44
It should be possible to calculate the starting values of the
y-momentum from the steady state portion of equation (5) and
accompanying boundary conditions. However, it is expected
that the values will be essentially zero within the parallel-
walled combustion chamber. Within the nozzle, of course, the
value of the y-momentum will achieve some magnitude because of
the convergence and divergence. In the results presented in
Section V we have chosen to start with the assumption of a
y-momentum equal to zero throughout the motor and permit the
correct steady state values to be calculated as a result of
the integration. This procedure provides a considerable savings
in computer programing and running time since the direct calcula-
tion of a two-dimensional steady state is considerably more
complicated than the integration of equation (5). Of course,
the _inal steady state values of the flow field variables will
be independent of the starting conditions.
Note that the difference equations used in the program are in non-
dimensional form. The following relationships are used in the program
to convert from dimensional to nondimensional quantities (and vice versa)
in the foot-pound-second system.
m' = Poao m










where, in addition to previously defined symbols:
Po = Reference density, ib/ft 3
a = Reference velocity of sound, ft/sec
o 2
g = Gravitational constant, ft/sec
= Reference length, ft
m = Momentum per unit volume in x-direction, ib/ft2/sec
n = Momentum per unit volume in y-direction, ib/ft2/sec
E = Total energy, ft ib/ft 3
Q = Energy addition, ft ib/ft3/sec





' represents dimensional quantity
The data to start a simulation are input to the program on cards that
are presented by the data input forms on pages IV-13 - IV-15. The first five
cards represent data that are required to define the chamber geometry,
nondimensionalize the variables, and control the data output. The data
presented on these cards are as follows.
Card i - An Input value of i indicates the run is a cold start.
If a i/4-in, mesh were employed, a value of i for
mesh would be indicated in Column i.
Card 2 - The values of LENX define the longitudinal chamber
dimensions as described earlier in Subparagraph I.
Card 3 - The values of LENY define the transverse chamber
dimension as described earlier in Subparagraph i.





Molecular weight of the gas flowing in
the chamber
Reference pressure calculated from
thermodynamic considerations
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Reference temperature calculated from
thermodynamic cons iderations
Cp/C v ratio for the gas flowing in
the chamber
Fraction of the At calculated in
STABLE that is to be used in the
integration
Mesh spacing used in the integration
Value of the empirical coefficient
employed in the smoothing operator
Energy released by the combustion,
ft ib/ft3/sec




Number of integration intervals
(At's) the simulation is to encompass
TT Number of At's between printout of
the calculated flow field
NOPT Value of NOPT denotes the part of
Function H that is to be used.
NOPT = i when the steady state is
to be generated and is equal to 2
otherwise
When these are equal to i, the corre-
IRHO, IM, IN, sponding density, x-momentum,
IE IPRESS y-momentum, energy, or pressure
field will be printed out
Cards 6-65 - These are the values of the flow field variables.
The locations of each point are shown on the
attached form.
Because the computations are lengthy, it is necessary to be able to
stop, review the progress, and then to restart. This requirement has
been provided for in the program by the use of tapes on which the
computed results can be written for storage and then read into the
computer again when the computations are to be resumed. The program
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has been written to provide three options for restarting. These are
described below.
• If the computations are stopped while the steady state is
being generated, the output is written on tape 9. When
the computations are to be resumed, the data stored on
tape are read into the computer. This option is designated
in the program as "Restart".
2. The program has been written so that the computed steady
state can be stored on tape, designated in the program
as tape 9, to be used as the starting point for several
transient simulations. When the transient calculation
is to be made, the data are read into the computer as
tape 8. This option is designated in the program as
"Steady-State Input".
3. If the computations are stopped during the transient
period, the results are read out on tape 9, and the
computations are restarted from tape 9. This is also
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Three data cards are required for the Steady-State Input.
Card 1 - An INPUT value of 3 designates the input in
steady state
Card 2 - This is the same as card 5 (previously described)
Card 3 - Variables are described below
Va riab le Des cri pt ion
TP Length of time that the disturbance
to the steady state (i.e., bombing)
is to occur
QP Amount of energy to be added to the
steady-state energy as the disturbance
EXP Exponent designated as n in the following
formula for the transient energy release
Q = q(p/_)n
where; Q = Energy Release Rate, ft ib/sec ft 3
p = Pressure, ib/ft 2
= Average Pressure, ib/ft 2
n = Empirical Exponent
q = /_H/V
AH = Total Heat of Combustion, ft Ib/sec
V = Combustion Chamber Volume, ft 3
Only two data cards are required for the Restart option. These are
the same as Cards i and 2 of the Steady-State Input. A value of 2 for
input is required.
The cards are further illustrated by the data input form, which
follows the forms presenting the flow field data.
4. Subroutine STABLE
The purpose of STABLE is to compute the value of the integration time
interval (At) for the numerical integration from equation 12. The value
of At for each mesh point is computed and the minimum value is selected
for the integration. However, as an additional safety factor, a
fraction only (denoted as FUDGE) can be employed if desired.
5. Subroutine VRTUAL
The purpose of VRTUAL is to assign the values of the flow variables
at the virtual points along the straight walls of the chamber as shown in
figures 4, 6, 7, and 8. The formulae employed are equations 16 through 23.
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As shown in figures 7 and 8, when the chamber is lined, the solid
part of the liner is considered as the boundary of the chamber and the
internal flow field virtual points are located in the space between the
liner and chamber. Also, the virtual points for the flow field between
the liner and the chamber wall are in the interior part of the chamber.
The values of the flow variables at these virtual points are also calcu-
lated by equations 16 through 23.
6. Subroutine BOUND
Subroutine BOUND is called by VRTUAL; its purpose is to calculate
the virtual points along the oblique boundaries. The calculation of
these virtual points is somewhat complicated and a detailed description
follows.
The value of the dependent variables at the virtual point V (figure 9)
can be found by
i. Interpolating along three horizontal lines to get the
values at the points PI (K,J) where K is the dependent
variable and J = i, 2, and 3
2. Interpolating along the normal to the boundary to get
the values at the point R
3. Using the reflection principle along the normal to get

















El /_vT _ m
Figure 9 Geometry Used in BOUND FD 23808
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To interpolate along the horizontal lines, it is necessary to know
the distance between x° and PI. This was accomplished previously in
INITIAL by finding the x-coordinate of PI, assuming the origin at x°
and using the equation of the normal through the virtual point.
For the virtual point (x, y), the equation of the normal can be
expressed in the point-slope form as
Y - Yl = m(x - Xl) (53)
where (x, y) is the virtual point and m is the slope of the normal.
Solving equation 53 for x yields
i
x = -_(y- yl) + x I (54)
Substituting x I = 2 Ax, Yl Ay and y
Ay
x - + 2Ax.
m
Thus, x is the distance from x° to P1 on grid line I.
Similarly, for grid lines 2 and 3 we have
= 0 into equation 54 yields
(55)
2 Ay
x - + 2Ax
m
3Ay




res pec tive iy.
Note that equations 55, 56, and 57 express the distances from x
O
to PI no matter which point (i, 2, or 3) is under consideration. These
distances are stored in XDIST(1).
For virtual point 4, the geometry is slightly different, since y has
the value2Ay for grid line i. Thus
x' - 2 Ay + 2 Ax (58)
m
x' - 3 Ay + 2 Ax (59)
m
x' - 4 Ay + 2 Ax (60)
m
give the respective distances for this point. These are stored in
XDISTP (i).
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After the values at PI have been determined using quadratic inter-
polation, the values at R are found by interpolating along the normal.
Again, the distance D from PI (K, 3) to R must be known. This was
accomplished in INITIAL by finding
i. Distance DS in figure 9
2. Distance DIST (refer to figure 9)along the normal
to the boundary.
DIST has the value Ay
as can be seen from figure 9.
cos 81
The value of DS, however, is dependent upon which virtual point is
being considered. In figure i0 the virtual points are i, 2, 3, and 4,
which provide the corresponding right triangles shown.
_x l _x 2 Ax 3 Ax 4
Figure i0. Virtual Point Calculation
This yields
DS = nAx sin 81 n = i, 2, 3, 4
Since R is the same distance from the boundary as V,
D = 3(DIST) - 2(DS)
for virtual points i, 2, and 3 and
D = 4(DIST) - 2(DS)









Quadratic interpolation gives us values at R. Once these values
are known, they can be reflected across the boundary to V by the reflec-
tion principle. Thus, forpand E,
p(v) = p(R) and (64)
F.(V) = E (R) (65)
For the momenta, iE is necessary to resolve m and n into the
directions of the boundary and the normal to the boundary.
The component parallel to the boundary at R is given by
PT(R) = m(R) cos _i + n(R) sin _i (66)
and the normal component is
PN(R) = re(R) sin _I - n(R) cos _i (67)
The reflection principle yields
PT(V ) = PT(R ) (68)
PN(V) = - PN(R)
Therefore,
re(V) = PT(V) cos _i + PN (V) sin _i (69)
2 - m(R) sin 2 _i
= m(R) cos _I + n(R) sin _i cos _i
and
+ n(R) sin _i cos E1
= 2#m(R ) cos _i + n(R) sin _i_)cos _i- re(R)
\ !
n(V) = PT(V) sin _i- PN (V) cos _I (70)
= re(R) sin _i cos _i + n(R) sin 2 E 1 + m(R) sin _i cos _i
- n(R) cos 2 E 1
= 2(m(R) cos _i + n(R) sin _l) sin _i - n(R)
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7. Subroutine GENPT
The numerical integration employing equations 8 through ii is accom-
plished in GENPT. A considerable economy in computation has been accom-
plished by calculating Wi,j(At ) at 0nly three vertical lines (i-l, i,
i+l) of mesh points at a single time.
For example, if values of W are known at (i-l,j), (i,j), (i + l,j)
(j = i, JMAX), then the vectors F(W), G(W), and H(W) are calculated for
the three vertical lines and stored in a temporary vector called TV.
This is illustrated for the line corresponding to (i-l,j) as follows,
F(Wi_ I,j)---_TVi_I, j(1), TVi.I, j(2), TVi_I, j(3), TVi_I, j(4)
G (Wi_ i, j)---_ TVi- l, j (5), TVi.I,j (6), TVi_ i, j (7), TVi_I, j (8)
H(Wi_I,j)---_TVi_I,j(9), TVi.I,j(10), TVi_I,j(II), TVi_I,j(12)
TV is a three-dimensional vector whose first column contains the 12
elements of Fi_l,j, Gi_l,j, and Hi_l,j; the second column contains the
next 12 elements of Fi,j, Gi, i., and H.l,j; and the third column the last
12 elements of Fi+l,j, Gi+l,j, and Hi+l, j.
,
The values of W(&t) are then computed between the first and second
lines and between the second and third lines and stored in the temporary
vector, TVA, which is a two-dimensional vector whose first column contains
the sixteen values of W(At), F, G, and H, computed between the first and
second lines, and whose second column consists of the 16 values computed
between the second and third lines as follows:
Wi+½, j+½----_TVA(I, j+½, i), TVA(2, j+½, i), TVA(3, j+½, i), TVA(4, j+½, i)
Fi+½, ----_TVA(5 j+½, i) TVA(6, j+½, i) TVA(7 j+½, i) TVA(8 j+½, i)j+½ , , , , , ,
Gi+½, j+½----_TVA(9, j+½, i), TVA(10, j+½, i), TVA(II, j+½, i), TVA(12, j+½, i)
Hi+½, j+½--_-TVA(I3, j+½, i), TVA(14, j+½, I), TVA(15, j+½, i), TVA(16, j+½, i)
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The same ordering holds for the second temporary line of values, i.e.,
Wi+3/2, j+½--bTVA(1, j+½, 2), TVA(2, j+½, 2), TVA(3, j+½, 2), TVA(4, j+½, 2)
Fi+3/2, j+½--_TVA(5, j+½, 2), TVA(6, j+½, 2), TVA(7, j+½, 2), TVA(8, j+½, 2)
and so forth.
After all the above values have been obtained, the final values of
W. (At) on the line (I,J) are computed. After W. (At) is known,
1,j l,j
Wi+l, j (At) is computed, by shifting column 2 to column i and column 3
to column 2 in TV and calculating the elements of column 3 along the
vertical line (i+2,j) and similarly shifting column 2 to column I
in TVA and calculating the elements of column 2 between the vertical
lines (i+l,j)and (i+2,j).
8. Subroutine LINER
The purpose of LINER is to calculate the values of the dependent
variables at grid points that fall in the acoustic liner or on the
boundary between the acoustic liner and the interior of the chamber shown
in figures 7 and 8. The detailed calculations are the same as previously
described in GENPT. Note that the LINER subroutine has been written
specifically for the configuration shown in figure 7.
The boundary between the liner and the general mesh is handled as
a rigid wall except at the points i, 2, 3,and 4 shown in figure 8. At
points 1 and 4, a value is obtained from both GENPT and LINER. These
values are then averaged and results stored in both A and W. Points 2
and 3 are also calculated in both GENPT and LINER. As indicated in
figure 8, these values should be identical; however, after smoothing
they will differ and hence are averaged in GENPT for the final result
that is stored in both W and A.
As previously noted, the liner configuration is fixed by the program
to that shown by figures 2, 3, and 7. Thus, the subroutine provides four
1-in. x 1 in. slots separated by i/2-in, of metal. The distance between
the liner and the chamber wall is i/2-in. Additional programing would
.............. O .....................
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9. Function H
Function H is provided to compute the values of the source terms
(mass and energy addition) and is called from GENPT. The function that
is listed provides three periods of energy addition. The first is the
steady-state energy release, which is assumed to be constant throughout
the chamber. The steady-state energy release is, q, the total heat of
combustion per unit time and volume; ft ib/ft3/sec. The second period
is the disturbance of the energy to initiate the transient period. The
duration of the disturbance is controlled by the value of TP. The
formula employed for the perturbed energy release rate is
Q = (q + qp)
where qp is the perturbed energy release rate. The third period is the
transient period. The transient energy release rate employed in these
calculations is given by
Q = (q) (p/_) n
The terms have previously been defined on page IV-19.
A listing of the FORTRAN statements employed to obtain the results
presented in this report are presented in the following pages.
i0. Subroutine PRINT
The initial data and the flow field are printed by means of Sub-
routine PRINT. For each run, the input data and constants are printed
as the first page. Sample copies of the print for 1/2- and i/4-in.
meshes are presented on the following pages.
The flow field is displayed by printing the value of each variable
at each mesh point in the chamber, with certain exceptions that are
discussed in the next paragraph. The number of pages required for each
variable depends on the number of rows of mesh points required to describe
the length of the chamber. The order of printing is the density, x- and
y-momenta, energy, and pressure.
The width of the flow field displayed is restricted by the width
of the paper available for printing. It is only possible to print 13
columns of data and display the computed results to four significant





of the flow field including the boundaries, then the entire flow field will
be printed. However, if more than 13 are required, then the data corre-
sponding to only the first six rows, the center row, and the last six
rows are printed.
Two samples of the flow field printout are presented on pages IV-31
and IV-33. The first sample (p IV-31) is the density field based on the
chamber shown in figure 4. The entire density field is displayed since only
ii rows of mesh points are required. The second sample (p IV-33) is the
density field based on the chamber shown in figure 7; only 13 of the 21 rows
are presented. This display also shows the sound-absorbing liner. The sym-
bol "A" between successive entries indicates those entries were generated in
LINER. The symbol "W" between entries indicates that those values were gen-
erated in GENPT. The symbol * indicates the boundary, the symbol "C" indi-
dates the chamber centerline. Only the density field is shown since the
other fields are similar in display.
The variables are redimensionalized before printing. The formulae
employed in the program are:
TND = TND + DELT (nondimensionalized time)
(total time)
XLEN








TND = Nondimensional time used in program
DELT = Time interval
TTOL = Total time
p = Density, ib/ft 3
p = Pressure, ib/ft 2
........ •n t"l,m ]K/Et2/_c









E = Total energy, ft ib/ft 3
a = Sonic velocity, ft/sec
o
g = Gravitational constant, ft/sec 2
The superscript ' refers to dimensional quantities, the subscript o refers
to the initial quantities used to nondimensionalize, whereas the remaining
variables are nondimensional.
C. CONVERSION PROGRAM
The purpose of the conversion program is to convert the value of
the flow field variables from one mesh size to another half as large.
This is accomplished by quadratic interpolation to fill in the values
at the intermediate mesh points. The conversion program also calculates
the constants that are necessary for the LINER subroutine.
The program consists of five subroutines. However, three of the
subroutines VRTUAL, BOUND, and PRINT are the same as in the integration
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Note that it is necessary to employ the conversion program if it is
desired to make a simulation in the presence of the acoustic liner.
In this instance, the initial data are supplied to the integration
program and the results, stored on tape, are then converted to suitable
form by the conversion program.
i. Subroutine MAIN
The flow field and other data from the integration program that is
stored on tape is read in MAIN. For each new mesh point between each
two of the original mesh points, a new value of the flow field variables
is determined by quadratic interpolation of the values at the original
mesh. The flow field and other data for the new mesh size are also stored
on tape in this subroutine for use by the integration program.
Subroutine MAIN also calls the remaining subroutines. A flow diagram
and a listing are presented in Appendix E.
2. Subroutine INT
Data relative to the new mesh size that are unavailable from the
integration program are read into the conversicn program in INT. These
data include the values of the flow variables for 22 of the mesh points
that define the surface of the supersonic nozzle. Subroutine INT also
generates the information necessary to describe the geometry of the com-
bustion chamber and nozzle.
_e input data required are shown by the u=_^_L=input fOL,L_----on pages
IV-35 and IV-36. The data supplied by the first four cards have been










The data supplied by Cards 5 and 6 are
Description
The number of the iteration at which
the conversion is being made
The viscosity of the combustion gases
The expected frequency of the
oscillation
The liner thickness
_ontroi index used for data input
Control index for data input
Control index for data input
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The data supplied by Cards 7 through 20 are values of the flow field
variables that are to be supplied externally, since it is not possible
to obtain these by interpolation within the program. The values of
density, x-momentum, and energy are obtained by manual interpolation
of the data for the i/2-in, mesh. Values of the y-momentum must be
assigned arbitrarily, since information to calculate these is unavail-
able.
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Simulations were made to investigate the calculation of wave motion
in the gas stream in a combustion chamber. A simulation consists of
two periods :
i. Generation of the steady (equilibrium) state solution from
the initial conditions
2. Disturbance of the equilibrium state corresponding to an
upset of the system, such as that obtained by "bombing"
the chamber, followed by the transient period during which
the wave motion of the gas occurs.
Both aspects of the simulations have been separately studied and are dis-
cussed individually in Paragraphs B and C, respectively. As noted in
Section IV, the program running time is 3 sec per At with an IBM 360
Mod 65 and a i/2-in, mesh. The running time is reduced to 0.4 sec
per At when a CDC 6600 is employed. When the mesh is reduced the running
time increases as the square of the reduction.
The simulations are all based on a i x 5 x 7 in. combustion chamber.
The throat dimensions are i x 3 in. so that the contraction ratio of the
combustor is 1.67. The subsonic part of the nozzle is 3 in. long. Only
a short section (2-in.) of the supersonic nozzle has been employed to
provide a basis for extrapolation as the boundary condition at the
•,_= exit.
The simulation was based on 7.1 Ib/sec of oxygen and hydrogen at a
mixture ratio of 3.7 and a propellant inlet temperature of 200°R. Thermo-
dynamic data indicate that the heat evolved will be 2.83 x 107 ft ib/sec.
The final temperature expected at the steady state, by a heat balance, will
be 5150°R. The estimated theoretical chamber pressure based on the
formula given earlier is 75,000 ib/ft 2. The energy released per unit
of volume, considering the entire chamber as the combustion volume,




The initial conditions in the combustion chamber were,
Injector Face Chamber Exit
Density, ib/ft 3 2.70 0. i0
2
x-Momentum, ib/ft sec 203 203
y-Momentum, ib/ft2sec 0.0 0.0
Energy, ft Ib/ft 3 355,000 361,000
Values of these variables at mesh points intermediate between the injector
face and the chamber exit were obtained by interpolation. Values for the
convergent-divergent nozzle were obtained by the formulas presented
earlier in INITIAL.
B. STEADY-STATE SIMULATION
The energy source term in the Lax-Wendroff equations to represent the
combustion process was set equal to the overall heat of combustion per
unit volume and time.
The energy is assumed to be released evenly throughout the chamber.
Originally it was intended to base the distribution of energy release
on the Priem-Heidemann Combustion Model (Reference 8) but this was not
feasible because of funding limitations. However, a computer program of
this model was written and is available if required.
The results of the simulation with a i/2-inch mesh to obtain a steady
state suitable for disturbance and subsequent transient calculations is
presented in figures ii through 14_
Figure ii shows that the steady state is achieved after about 4 msec
have elapsed and that the computed pressure at the injector face is essen-
tially equal to that calculated by thermodynamic considerations as given by
equation (41). Density as a function of position within the motor at three
different times is shown in figure 12. The x-momentum as a function of
position within the motor at four different times is presented in figure 13.
The data indicate a substantial initial transient. The dip in the
x-momentum near the injector face that persists is not clearly understood.
The results suggest that the x-momentum, at 7.0 milliseconds, is still
trending toward a constant value throughout the chamber and a much longer
running time would be required to obtain the steady state. The dip as




and enthalpy (thus adjusting the energy) at the injector face rather than
permit these to fluctuate according to natural processes that may be
occurring. However, as noted in the Introduction, it was not practical
to completely model the propellant supply and injector system. The
pressure in the motor at three different times as a function of the
distance from the injector face is presented in figure 14.
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These data were employed as the starting point for calculations of
transient gas flow. A complete printout of all the computed results at
7.0 msec is also presented in Appendix F for ready reference. Note that
there are only relatively small gradients in the values of the flow
variables in the transverse direction.
C. TRANSIENT SIMULATION
To make a transient simulation, the steady state must first be dis-
turbed in a manner similar to that done experimentally when a combustion
chamber is "bombed". In the calculation to be discussed, the mathemati-
cal form employed to disturb the steady gas flow was
Q = (q+ qp)
where, in addition to previous symbols,
qp = perturbed energy ft ib/ft3/sec
The value of qp was selected in a series of trials to provide a dis-
turbance equal to 100% of the steady-state chamber pressure at the
injector face. The magnitude of the disturbance required was
4.0 x i0 I0 ft ib/ft3/sec, and the period of the disturbance was 4.1 _sec.
With this disturbance, the peak pressure was reached in 0.2 msec.
(76)
Due to funding limitations, it was not feasible to further evaluate
the effect of the magnitude of the disturbance on oscillations generated.
It has been assumed for the purpose of this study that this disturbance
is uniform over the chamber. However, with slight modifications to the
function H described On page IV-26, other locations of the disturbance
or magnitude and duration of disturbance can be easily simulated.
The energy source term in this transient period is
Q = q(_)n
where the terms are defined on page IV-27. Note that the definition of
the energy source term is somewhat different from that employed in the
Crocco-Cheng and other theories because the average pressure is computed
at each time interval.
(77)
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The results of the transient simulations of the gas flow in the
rocket engine are summarized in figures 15 through 19. Because the
waves are nonlinear, it is not possible to characterize them simply by
their frequencies and damping coefficients as is the normal practice
with linear oscillations. However, the frequency is generally from
3000 to 4000 Hertz.
Figure 15 compares calculated chamber pressures for 1/2- and i/4-in.
meshes when the exponent n in equation (77) was given a value of 2. This
comparison shows that the solution is dependent on the mesh size within
this range, and that the solution becomes more oscillatory as the mesh is
refined. It is possible that the solution for a mesh size smaller than
1/4 in. may not be significantly different from that presented for the
I/4-in. mesh. However, it would be necessary to conduct a simulation
with a i/8-in, mesh, and possibly smaller meshes,until that mesh size
is obtained at which the results become independent of mesh size. This
was not done in this project because of the lack of funds. It can be
concluded from the results of figure 15 that the system is unstable
with n = 2.
Figure 16 presents the results of a simulation at three different
locations at the chamber wall for n = i. The mesh size was i/4-in.,
which is the smallest that could be run in the present investigation.
The data show that the oscillation is greatest at the injector face and
lowest at the chamber exit. This trend is in agreement WLLU experi-
mental observations.
The effect of the value of n on the calculated pressure for a
i/4-in, mesh is shown in figure 17. The data show the expected result
that the oscillatory motion is increased as n is increased. It should
not be concluded that a value of n greater than 1 is necessary to cause
divergent instability because, as previously noted, a simulation with
finer mesh may result in more oscillatory behavior even with n = i. For
example, figure 18 presents the effect of n for a i/2-in, mesh. These
data would indicate that the value of n must be greater than 2 for the
system to become unstable, but the data presented for the i/4-in, mesh




In all of the previously discussed simulations, the value of the
diffusion coefficient (D in equations 13 - 15) was equal to zero. Two
of the simulations of figure 19 (n = 3 and n = 2) were made with D = 3.
The computed results of the two simulations were identical to the results
of the original simulations made with D = 0. These results provide the
conclusions, presented on page III-4, to the effect that once steady
state is established the diffusion operator does not contribute to the
mathematical solution in this application.
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The effect of a sound-absorbing liner on the oscillation is pre-
sented in figure 19. The value of n in equation (77) was 3 in the
simulation made with the liner and the results are compared to those
for an unlined chamber with an n of 2. The damping effect of the liner
is clearly evident. However, it should be noted that the damping would
have been greater if the same exponent value had been used in the two
s imu lat ions.
The design acoustic resistance, reactance, and absorption coefficient
of the liner are presented by figures 20, 21, and 22.
Figure 23 presents a comparison of calculated and experimentally
observed chamber pressures in the slab motor. The experimental pres-
sures were obtained in Test 58.04 conducted under Contract NAS8-II024.
The operating conditions employed in Test 58.04 were the same as those
employed in the simulation.
The difference in frequencies of the computed and experimentally
observed waves may be due to the fact that the computed wave may contain
both lower-frequency longitudinal as well as transverse components,
while the experimental wave contains only the transverse component. The
difference in wave magnitude may be due to the fact, as noted earlier,
that mass addition to the gas phase due to propellant vaporization as well
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A computer program has been written to simulate (i) the time-dependent
flow of a gas when coupled with combustion energy release, and (2) the
suppression of acoustic oscillations in a slab rocket motor. The program
is based on integrating the inviscid flow equations by a two-stage
Lax-Wendroff technique. The initial predictor-corrector technique
employed was unstable. A one-step Lax-Wendroff technique was also
employed, but was abandoned for the two-step method to achieve greater
accuracy.
Calculations of the transient and steady-state flow of gas in a slab
motor have been made with the computer program. The steady-state computer
solution agreed with that predicted from thermodynamic considerations.
The transient calculations resulted in acoustic oscillations. The
divergence of the oscillations observed during a selected rocket firing
was not simulated by the computer which predicted a damped oscillation.
A reduction of integration mesh size might possibly improve the simu-
lation.
The stabilizing effect of a sound-absorbing liner was illustrated
by one simulation with the liner as a boundary condition.
If further work is done with this program, it is recommended that
first the mesh size required for mathematical convergence be established.
After a better approximation of experimental rocket chamber oscillations
is accomplished,it is recommended that the program be employed to investi-
gate the effects of liner design variables in conjunction with combustion
chamber design variables to suppress high frequency oscillations.
VI-I
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APPENDIX A
REDUCTION OF EULERIAN INVISCID
FLOW EQUATIONS TO NORMAL FORM
The inviscid flow equations may be written
W t + A(W)W X =-B(W)Wy (A-l)
where
W __











u = Longitudinal velocity
v = Transverse velocity
p = Pressure
c = Velocity of sound
Equation (i) may be written in nornml form by diagonalizing the matrix A(W).
This may be done by obtaining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A(W)
from the relations
_iA(W) Xi_i= (i = l, ..., 4) (A-2)
or
_i(A - Nil ) = e
where the _i and _o are the four eigenvectors and their corresponding
l
eigenvalues, respectively, I is the identity matrix and 0 is the null
vector.
Equation (2) will possess a nontrivial solution if and only if
IA _iII = 0
or
(X - u) (A-3)
A-I





N3 = u - c
_4=u
(A-4)
as the eigenvalues of A(W). The corresponding eigenvectors obtained by
substituting (4) into (2) are:




Since the eigenvalues (4) are not distinct, the Ti, must be chosen
so that the eigenvalues (5) are linearly independent, i.e., it must be
true that the equation
_i 2_2 _3 _4
_i + _ + e3 + _4 = 0 (A-6)
has the trivial solution _i = a2 = e3 = e4 = 0 as its only solution.
This condition is satisfied by choosing the _. to be
!
2





_i = (_ c2, 0, i, i)
_2 = (0, pc, 0, i)
,_3= (0, -pc, o, l)
_4= (_ c2, 0, - i, I)
(A-8)
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The matrix A(W) may now be diagonalized by a similarity transformation
-i
HAH = T (A-9)
where H is the matrix whose rows are the vectors (8) and T is a diagonal
matrix with the eigenvalues hi as its diagonal elements.
" c2 0 1 1
0 pc 0 i
o -Pc o 1


















The equations (i) are transformed into normal form by setting
U = HW = P + pcu
p - pcu
p v- pc ]
(A- 11)
W = H-Iu (A- 12)
wf = H_Iu + H-1U_ (A-13)
where the subscript "_" denotes differentiation with respect to "_".
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which upon multiplication by H from the left becomes, using (9),
Ut x U + H H H 1 + AH 1U (A-15)
or






Equation (16) is the normal form of the system (i).
If differentiation in a characteristic direction is defined by
Di( ) =_() + Xi_x()+ v_( )
then the matrices G and J are
G __
_ i i
v 2--P 2-P 0
2 2
pc v 0 -pc
2 2
pc 2 0 -/:)c 2
--1-- v --2-
! !











D 1 (c) D 1 (c)
C C
-_-- + -_E_-
TLT + - _LT
D4(c) D4(c)
C C
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The differential equation corresponding to the characteristic direction,
_, pointing from the region of integration towards the injector face may
be exhibited using (i0), (ii), (16), (18), and (19). It is
_--_(p - pcu) + (u-c) (p - pcu)
ip3 o 12 -- + c (P + pcu) + (p - pcu) -
2
) _y pc _, 2)P--_c22_-_y(p ' v - pc 2_ - v (p - pcu) +-7 _kp - v - pC (A-20)
or recalling (17)
[D3 O) D3___c_ 2 ()vD3( p - pcu)=- peuL _ + - pe --
_Y
Since characteristic differentiation as defined in (17) is a linear
operation, the above equation may be written
D 3(p) - pc D 3(u) - pu D 3(c) - uc D 3(p)
2 _v
= - uc D 3(p) - pu D 3(c) - pc _--_ (A- 21)
or
2 _v
D 3(p) pc D 3(u) = - pc _--_
Since there are three characteristics "u", "u+c" and "u" issuing
into the region of integration from the injector face, three of the
dependent variables may be prescribed at this boundary. Initially, p,
m, and n will be fixed and p will be calculated by numerically inte-
grating equation (21). This equation may be conveniently written for
the purpose of the integration as
-_(p- PoCo u) + (U-C)_(p- PoCo u)
b__!v
= _ Vo-_v( p - PoCo u) - PoCo 2 by (A- 22)
A-5
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v , Po' and c indicate the values of v, p, and c at the center of the
O O
rectangle shown below at the beginning of each time step, and they are
held constant during each time step of the integration.
The difference equation to be used in the integration is based on
the idea of centering the "x" and "t" differences at the center of the
grid rectangle
t



























n + 1,3, j)
i
(n, 2, j) (n, 3, j) x
The difference equation to represent the differential equation (22)
is not unique and a number of forms are possible. The following dif-
ference equation was employed and resulted in a stable integration.
Pn+l,2,j = Pn,2,j + PoCo(Un+l,3,J - Un,3,j ) +
A--_ o-Co n,2,j
 t[pVo_ n,2,j+t
- Pn,3,j - PoCo (Un,2,J u 1n,3,j
Pn,2,j-i + Pn+l,3,j+l - Pn+l,3,j-l] +
pc vAt Fu - u +
o o O4_xL n,2,j+l n,2,j-i Un+l,3,j+l
2 At _v ]
DC _ .... -





c=+(cn+ )o ,2,j Cn+l ,3,j
V = V no -2- ,2,j + Vn+l ,3,j
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The characteristic equation corresponding to A3 = u-c may also be
written
whe re
c-_0: _ Pc2 _y+S_x v
Q : p - PoCo u
S = u - c
(A- 24)
(A-25)
The .derivative approximations are:
_- qn+l,2,j qn,2,j + t_n+l ,3, j
C_t 2At









_)v _- n,3,j+l n,3,j-i
Y 4_y
where the subscripts indicate the corners of the space-time rectangle.
The derivative approximations (25) may be substituted into
equation (24) to yield
(i +_)
Qn+l,2,j = Qn,3 j + [Qn,2 j- Qn+l,3,j I -
' (l -_) '
2At vo I -
4(1 ASSAy qn,3,j+l Qn,3,j-i + Qn,2,j+l
2At PoCo 2
IVn,3,j+l - Vn,3,j=ll








= Pn,3,j + PoColUn+l,2,j - un,3,jl +
(l + _)
(i - _ [pn'2'j - Pn+l,3,j - poCo(Un,2,j
2(1
- Pn,3,j-i + Pn,2,j+l
/
PoCo|U - U +k n,3,j+l n,3,j-i
_ poCo2 I _ ]













Un+l,3,j - c jn,2,j - Cn+l,3,j
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTATION OF DENSITY AT INJECTOR FACE
The pressure at the left-hand boundary is calculated from the dif-
ferential equation corresponding to the characteristic direction, "u-c"
as shown in Appendix A. Since the other three characteristic curves
issue into the region of integration, we may prescribe any three proper-
ties of the flow field at the left-hand boundary. To more closely
approximate the real physical situation in which the arrival of a pres-
sure wave traveling with velocity "u-c" at the left-hand boundary causes
a decrease in the fluid velocity and an increase in the density, we shall
specify for all time values the x- and y-momenta and the enthalpy,
i.e.,
m = m (B- i)
O
n = n = 0 (B-2)
o 2 2
+ n
7 Po mo o
H = H = + (B-3)
o 7- i Po 2p 2
0
Equation (3) must be satisfied at all times by the current values of p, m,
and n. Since m and n are prescribed and p is calculated from the charac-
teristic equation, equation (3) may be solved for p to yield the time-
dependent value of the density:
or
Since
Hp2 7 1 2 _ n
o __ i pp- _ m - u
I( V 17 p 1 7 P 2m 2
1/2
{( 'j27P i + 1 +2H °2(7-I)H °
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the root in equation (4) corresponding to the negative radical is not
physically meaningful. Consequently, the density may be determined from
p +E,+2.oI2 _p'l .J (B-5)






m = longitudinal momentum
n = transverse momentum
u = longitudinal velocity
H = enthalpy
and the subscript "o" refers to the initial condition at the boundary.
(B-6)
B-2




The numerical integration by a predictor-corrector technique was
attempted initially based on the following derivative approximation.
where:





j,k, _ = indexing parameter
__i < <= p= _+i
y = dependent variable
z = subscript denotes differentiation.
The explicit and implicit difference equations follow.
C-I




























































































































































































































D = p +p
m
C = _(p + E)
n
H = _(p ÷ E)
_,_ = integration parameters
* = predicted values of the functions obtained from the explicit
equations.
A = corrected values, obtained by the implicit equations in
which the predicted values are employed.
The predicted and corrected values are combined as follows:
p(j,k,_+l) = Up(j,k,_+l) + (i - U)p(j,k,_+l)
A
m(j,k,_+l) = Um(j,k,_÷l) ÷ (i - U)_(j,k,_÷l)
n(j,k,_+l) = U_(j,k,_+l) + (i - U)n(j,k,_+l)
A ""







The foregoing "predictor-corrector" technique is similar to that often
employed for the integration of ordinary differential equations. It is
* A * A * A
necessary to assign values to the parameters _, c_, Vl, Vl, V_l, V_l ,
At, Ax, and Ay, which appear in the difference equations, before numerical
. A . A
calculations can be made. The choices of V 1 = V 1 = 1 and ?-i = T-I = -i
C-4
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provides the most accurate approximation to the partial derivatives of
the space variables. With these, or other choices, it remains to assign
* A
values to _, _, At, Ax, and Ay so that the system of difference equations
is numerically stable. However, a set of parameters could not be found
that resulted in a stable integration.
C-5
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APPENDIX D

































































































































I KI = K-I
K2 = KI*ISLOPE
IX IX2 + K2
Jdl = 315MI-KI
I lJ2 = 2+KI
NTEST - 1
I INTRPOLATEI







P] (Jd, J) =
XINT(WX0,WXI ,I_X2 ,X)
HXO=W (J J, IX-2, JJ2P)
WXI=W(JJ ,IX- I ,JJ2P)















XI NT (WXO ,WXI ,WX2 ,X)




































WX2=WfK,IX+I, JJl) ] ]
PI (K I.)= ] ]
XJNT(WX_,WXl,WX2.X)] ]
WX0=W(K,IX- I ,JJ2) [ [
WX] =W(K ,IX ,3J2) ] ]
P2_,E)- I I
PI(K,3)= [





















W(2 ,IX ,JYIPI )-
ZONI*COS]NE-R "2, I )
W(2 , 1X ,JY2'II )=





WX0=W (K, IX, 313)
WXI=W(K,IX+I ,JY3)
WX2-W (K, 7X+2,3?3 )
P1 (K, 1 )-X1NT(WXF_
WX] ,WX2,XX2)
P] (K,2)=W(K,IX+I ,IY3-1)
I,'XI)=W (K, 1X, 7%'3 - 2 )
WXI-W(K, ]X+I ,_3-2)
WX2-W (K, IX+2, J%'3-2)




WX2=P1 (K, 1 )






W(K,]X, JY3+2 ) I
W(K,IX,JY2-2)= [
R(R,2) [
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z _ _ z
_zc,
GO TO LKI =
1 2
D-9
INTEGER _ _ TCCLhTtTtTT
CC_PON/CCPI/k(S,52,23), _(5,30.5)t XPCP2(52t23), YPCP2(52.23).
! _SC(52,23), XPC_2A(3C.5), ¥POP2A(3C,5), _S_A(3CtS)t
2 CA_ ,GA_L ,GA_2
3 CELT ,FUCGE .SC
4 CEh3 ,CIFCE tXh
5 CLE .CP .EXP
CCPPON/CCP2/ ICRCP(2C) ,IR(3C),
l IXl ,IXL_l ,IXlPI
2 IX6PI .IX6P2 ,[X6P3
3 JY2 tJY2PI tJY2PI
6 JY3P2 .JY3PI .JY6
5 JYS_I .JYSP2
,GAP3 ,CELX ,CELY ,
.TNC tTTCL ,TP ,
,ENERC tXPL tCMEGA ,TFICK_
.JPIC
tlX2 vlX3 .IX6 .
tdYl wJYIMI tJYIPl
.JY2P2 tdY3 .JY3MI t
_JY6MI tJY6Pl .JY5 .
tISLCPE ,JELL ,JEXU
CC_PONICCP31C{2C).XDISI3|.XCISF(3),CFX(2).CFN(3)'
1 SIkBI ,CCSBI .SIhE ,CCSI_E ,CIST .CISTP t
2 ILEN .PESh finISH
CCPMCN/CCP6/XP ,PC .TC ,RHCO tXPCMC .YNCPC .
I AC ,XLEN ,_LEN tXSLOPE tSLEPE .
2 CCkl ,CC_2 ,IR_C ,IP ,IN ,IE ,
3 [PRES ,kCPT
CCPPGh/CCPS/TCCLkT.T,KICCFF.TT
CCPPUN/CCPE/T_(12.3.231t TVA(L2.2.22). XV(52). YV(23).
I XVEL(2,2,23), ¥VEL(2,23), SCNIC(2,2,23), PRES(2.2.23)
CC_O_ICCPTIAV(I2,3.IO).AVAII2,2,1C),AXV(35)tAYV{5)
C_LL PCLCCK (PR, PIN, ISEC)
CALL C_TE (_C. ICAY, IYR)
_RITE (_,I) PC. IBAY, IYR, H_, _IN, ISEC




INITIALIZE ANC REAC IN CATA
CALL IKTIAL
IF (TC(UNT .LE. T) GC TC LCC
kRITE (6,2) T. TCOLNT, T
' FCRVAT (1P1, 6PT = 14, 16H AhC TCCLNT = . 16. |3Ho INPUT HACK./
l qTFINCREASE ; CR PRCG_AP kILL RLN INTC INFINITY. INFORPATIC




1CCLhT = TCCLNT + 1
IF (T .EG. O) _C TC 675
FINC A STAeLE CELT
CALL STAELE
CCPPLETE NATRICES AT VIRTUAL PCINTS
D- o MA IN - I
CALL _RTLAL
CALCLLATE VALLES A1 PES_ PCIkTS
CALL GENPT
PRINTCLT
IF (TCCUhT.LE.S) GC TC 4C0
IF (KICOFF.EC.|) GC TE 6C0
IF {_CC(TCC_kTtTT).NE.C| GC TC 450
4CC CALL PRINT 12)
TEST TC CETERPIHE IF RLH HAS BEEk CCPPLEIEC
650 IF (TCCUNT.EC.T.CR.KICGFF.E_.[) G_ TC 675
TCC_NT = TCOLNT + [
CC TC 2CC
6RITE INFCR_ATICh FCR RESTART
475 IF (MESH .NE. 1) GC TC 5CC
480 REAC (_,ENC=ECC) SKIP
GC TC 48C
5C0 WRITE (9) k •A •XMCV2 •YFCM2 •VSC
! VSCA •GAP ,GAPI •GAP2 •CA_3
2 CELT •FUCGE •SQ tTNC •TTCL
3 CIFCC •XF _ENERC •XNL •CPEGA
4 GP tEXF
WRITE (9) ICROP •IR •
l IXl •lXl_l • IXIPI •IX2 •IX3
2 IX4V2 ,IX4N3 ,JY1 •JVlN1 •JYIP1
3 JY2PI _JY2P2 _JY3 •JY3NI •JY3M2
4 dY4PI •JY4PI ,JYS •JYSNI ,JY5N2
5 JEXU
WRITE (9) C ,XDIS tXOlSP •CFX •CFN
I CCSBI •SINE •CCSINE tCiST •CISTP
2 ILEN
WRITE (9) XM •PC tic •RHCO _XPC_C
1 XLEN ,YLEN ,XSLCPE •SLCPE ,CCHI
2 IRFC •IN ,IN tiE ,IPRES
tKICCFF ,1T
tXV _¥V tXVEL
WRITE (9) TCCLNT ,T
WRITE (9) IV ,TVA
I PRES

















D-11 MA IN - 2
INTEGER * 4 1CCLNT.T,TT
CCM_ON/CCPl/_I5,S2,23)t AIS,3Ct5), X_O_2{52,23)t YMOP2152,23),
[ _SC(52t23l_ _MC_2A(3C_5)_ YPCP2A(3Ct5It VS_A(3Ot5),
2 CA_ ,GAPX ,GAP2 ,GA_3 ,CELX ,EELY ,
3 CELT ,FLDGE .SQ fINE ,TTCL ,TP .
4 CON3 •C[FCC •XH ,ENERO ,X_L ,OMEGA ,TFTCK•
5 C_E ,CP •EXP ,JNIO
CCPMON/CCM2/ [ERCP(2CI ,IR(3OI•
I IXl ,IXl_l ,IXlP1 ,IX2 ,iX3 ,IX4 ,
2 IX4_l tlX4M2 ,IX4M3 ,JYl ,JYIMI ,JYIPI ,
3 J¥2 ,JY2MI ,JY2P1 ,JY2P2 ,JY3 ,JY3M1 o
4 JY3_2 ,JY3PI ,J¥_ ,JY4_I tJY4PI ,JY5 ,
5 JYSMI IJY5_2 IISLCPE ,JEXL •JEXU
CCMMONICOM31C(2C},XDIS(3)•XOISP(3I,DFX(2}•CFN(3)t
I SINBI •CCSB! ,SINE ,COSINE ,£1ST ,CISTP ,
2 ILEN ,_ESH ,IWIS_
CCMMONICCM41XM ,PO ,TO ,RHCO ,XMCMC ,YMOMO ,
1 AC ,XLEN ,YLEN ,XSLOPE ,SLOPE ,
2 CCNI ,CCN2 ,IR_O tim ,IN ,IE •
3 [PRES ,NCPT
CCMMONICOMSIICCLNT,T,KICCFF,IT
CCMMONICCM61TVi12,3,23), TVAI12•2,22)t XV(52}, Y_(23},





















READ (5,7) VESP, TWiSt, INPLT
IF (INPUT - 2} 40, 26, 15
STEADY STATE INPUT
15 IF (NESH .hE. 1) GC TC 2C
16 READ (StEKC=2G} SKIP
GC TC 16










,A ,XMCM2 ,YMCM2 ,VSC ,XMCM2A ,YMOM2A ,
VSCA ,GAP ,GAP! ,GAP2 •CAP3 •CELX •CELY •
CELT ,F_DGE ,S{ ,TNC ,TTCL •TP ,CON3 ,
OIFCO ,XH ,ENERC ,XM_ ,OMEGA ,THICK ,QUE ,
¢P ,EXP
[CROP ,[R
IXl ,IXlPl ,IXIPI ,IX2 ,IX3 ,IX4 ,IX4_I ,
IX4P2 ,IX4M3 ,JYI ,JYIMI ,JYIPI ,JY2 ,JY2M1 ,
JY2P! ,JY2P2 ,JY3 ,JY3M[ ,JY3M2 ,JY3PI lJY4 •
JY4MI ,JY4Pl ,JY5 ,JY5PI ,JYSM2 ,ISLOPE ,JEXL ,
JEXL
.XDIS .XDISP ,CFX tDFN ,SINBI ,
D-12 INITIAL - I
I CCSBI ,SINE ,CCSI_E ,CIST
2 ILEN
READ (_) XM ,PC ,TO ,RHCO
[ XLEN ,YLEN ,XSLCPE ,SLCPE
2 IRFC ,IP ,IN ,IE
READ (E) TCCLNI ,1 ,KICCFF ,IT
RFA_ (E) TV ,TVA ,IV ,¥V
I PRES
REA_ (El AV ,AVA ,aX_ ,_YV
25 REWIKC 8
READ (5,4) T,TT,NCPT,IRFC,IM,Ik,IEtIPRES
READ (5,_) TF, CP, EXP
CP = CP I CCN2 * CCN3







26 IF (MESH .NE. I) GC TC 3C
27 REAB (S,E_C=3C) SKIP
EC TC 27











READ (g) C ,XCIS
l CCSBI ,SINE
2 ILEk
READ (_) XM ,PG
1 XLEN ,YLEN
2 IRFC ,I_
READ (_) TCCLNT ,T
READ (_) IV ,TVA
1 PRES















,IXIPl ,IX2 ,IX3 ,IX_ ,IX4Pl ,
,JYI ,JYIMI ,JYIPI ,JY2 ,JY2MI ,
,JY3 ,JY3MI ,JY3P2 ,JY3PI ,JY4 t
,JY5 ,JYSMI ,JYSM2 ,ISLCPE ,JEXL ,
,XCISP ,CFX ,CFK ,SINBI ,
,CCSI_E ,CIST ,CISTP ,
,TO ,RHCO ,XPCMC ,YMCMC ,AO ,








4G READ iS,I) LENXI,LENX2,LENX3,LENX4
_E_ (5_2! LE_Y!;LEEY2;LE_V3_IFNV4_ IFNv5
,¥VEL ,SONIC ,
D-13 INIT IAL - 2










C CALCLL_TE INCEXIkG CC_STANTS
C
IXI = LENX! + 2
IXlVl = IXl - I
IXIPl = IXl + l
IX2 = LEkX2 + 2
IX2Pl = IX2 + l
IX3 = LENX3 + 2
IX3Pl = IX3 + I
IX4 = LENX4 + 2
[X4MI = IX4 - ]
IX4V2 = IX4 - 2
IX4V3 = IX4 - 3
JYI = LEkVl ÷ 2
JYlNl = JYI - 1
JYIPI = JYl + l
JY2 = LEh¥2 + 2
JY2PI = JY2 - I
JY2PI = JY2 4 I
JY2P2 = JY2 * 2
JY3 = LEN¥3 + 2
JY3MI = JY3 - l
JY3M2 = JY3 - 2
JY3P[ = JY3 * l
JY4 = LEVY4 4 2
JY4M! = JY4 - l
JY4P1 = J¥4 + [
JY5 = LENY5 4 3
JYSMI = JY5 - t
JYSM2 = JY5 - 2
JEXL = JY2
JEXU = J¥3
JVIC = (Jr5 + l) / 2







C hCNCIPENSICNALIZE T_E VARIABLES
C




GAVI = GAM - I.
CAP2 = 6Avi/2.
IN I T I AL - 3













CUE = CUE / CON2 * CON3
]EST ]C SEE IF CBLIGLE eCENCARIES ARE PRESEN]
ILEN = LENX3 - LENX2








INFORPAIICN FOR S_ERC_I|hE BC_hD
ICC [SLOPE = ILENILEN¥2
SLOPE = ISLCPE
XSLOPE = -|./SLCPE








lIO C(I) : 3o*CIST - 2.*CS




112 XC[S([) = Y/SLfiPE + 2o*CELX
CC 114 l=1,3
P = [
¥ :-(P + [.)_'CELY
114 XC[SP([) = YISLCPE + 2.*CELX
CETERPINATIC_ CF LINES _ERE PCI_TS SHCUL_ BE CRCPPEC
!U = ILE_IISLCFE
D-15 INITIAL - 4
r-E [2C I=I,IL
K = [ - ]
120 ICRCPII) = IX2 + K$ISLCPE * t
ICIS = 2
IF (IXl. EC.I) ICIS = 1
CE 125 I=I,ICIS
K = IL ÷ I
125 ICROP(K) = IX3PI ÷ 351
ICROP(K+I) = IX4 ÷ I
GECNETRY FCR THE CIFFUSER






130 CFX(M) = CELX + P*CISP
CC 135 M=I,3
P = 3 - I_ + 1
R = PtCELX
CS = R_SINE
135 CFN(M) = 3°wwOISTP- 2.$CS
ESTABLISH INITIAL CONCITICNS
14O LK = 1
JLB = JY1
JLB = JY4
CC 18C I = 2,1X3
REAC (5,5) {W(K,I,JYS)tK=I,4)
IF (I.NE.IXIPI) GC TC leC
JLB = 2
JLE = JY5MI
160 IF (I.NE°ICRCP(LK)) GO lE 17C
LK = LK + l
JLB = JLB + l
JUB = JU8 - 1







_SC(I,J) = (XMCM2(ItJ) ÷ YMOP2(ItJ)IIW(t,I_J)
k(5,I,JI = GAMI*(W(4,ItJ) - VSC(I,J)$O.5*WII,I,J))
180 CONTINLE
D-16 INITIAL - 5
EC l_fl I=IX3PItlX4
IF |I.hE.IEREP(LK)) GG ]C 185
LK = LK 4 1
JLB = JLB - L
J_B = JUe + l








_S¢(I,J) = (XPCM2(I)J) + YPC_2(I)J))/Wtl)I)J)
k(5_lpJ) = GAMI_(W|_I.J) - _SEII.J}_O.5tWiI.IpJ}}
190 CONTINLE
X_ = GAMIGANItk(5,2,1C)Ik(lt2tIO) + XMCN2(2,10)/(2.*k(I_2yIO})






210 A(_tItJ) = ENERC
IF (I.EQ.2) GE TC 3CC
IR(I) = MGC(I,6)
IF (IRII).EG.C.ER.IRII).E¢.I.CR.IRII}.E¢.2.CR.IR(I).EQ.5)GC TO 260
G_ TC 3CC
AVERAGE VALUES ARC_NC THE HCLES
260 CO 28C K=ltk
SIGN = I.C
IF {K.EQ.3) SIGN = -l.C
AiK_I,JY1) = (A(K_I_JYI) + W(K_I_J¥I))/2.
k(K_I_JYI) = A(K_IIJYL)







_SCA(I,J) = (XMOP2A(I_J) + YPCP2A(I_J))/A(I_I_J)








COPPO_/CCVl/k(StE2t23)t A(5_30t5), XPOM2(52t23)t YNOM2(52t23),
l _SC(52t23)t XVOP2AK3Ct5)t YMCM2A(3C,5)t VSCA(30,5)_
2 GAP IGAMI tGAM2
3 CELT ,FUDGE _SC
4 CC_3 ,CIFC[ ,XH
5 CUE tCP tEXP
CCPMO_ICCM21 ICRCP(20) ,IR(3Olt
l IXl ,IXIPI ,IXlPl
2 IX4VI ,IX_P2 ,[X4N3
3 JY2 ,JYZPI tJY2PI
4 JY3V2 tJY3PI tJY4
5 JY5VI tJYSP2
,GAP3 ,CELX tCELY t
,TNO tTTCL ,TP t
vENERC _XVL _CNEGA ,THICKt
tJNID
,IX2 ,IX3 .IX4
.JYI ,JYIMI tJYIPl ,
tJY2P2 ,JY3 ,JY3NI ,







IF (l.hE.IXlPl) GO TC 9C
JLB = 2
JUE = JYSVI
_0 IF (I.NE.ICRCP(LK)) GC TC ICe
LK = LK + 1
JLB = JLE + l
JUB = JUB - I
lCO CO 2CC J=JLB,JLB






IF (TTCL.GE°(TP - 1.CE-6)) GC TO 35C
TCIF = (TP - TTCL)/CCN3





COPMONICGMIlk15,52,23), Al5,30,5l, XPCP2(52,23)• YMCV2(52,23),
I VSC(S2,23), XMOV2A(3C,5), YNC_2A(3C,5)• VSCA(30•5)t
2 CAM eGAM[ eGAV2
3 CELT tFLCGE ,SG
4 CCN3 •CIFCC ,XH
5 CLE tGP •EXP
CCPMCNtCCM21 ICRCP(2C) ,IR(30),
I IXI ,IXIVI ,IXIPI
2 IX4Vl ,IX4V2 ,IX4M3
3 JY2 ,JY2MI •JY2PI
4 JY3M2 •JY3P1 ,JY4
5 JYSVI tJYSP2
• GAP3 ,CELX ,CELY t
• TNC tTTCL •TP •
• ENERC ,XVL ,CMEGA pTHICK,
,JMIC
,IX2 ,IX3 ,IX4 ,
,JYI ,JYIMI ,JYIPI ,
,JY2P2 ,JY3 •JY3VI ,
,JY6_I tJY4PI _JY5 ,
• ISLCPE •JEXL •JEXU
VIRTL;AL PCINTS FCR TI--E GENER.aL NESI'-
PARALLEL IC X-AXIS
IF (IXI.EG.I) CC IC 45
CC 4C K=I,4
S IGN = I .C
IF (KoE(Q.3) SIGN : -I.C
CC 4C I=2,IXleI
IF (I.EQ.2) C-C TC tO
IF (IR(1).EG.C.CR.IR(1).EQ.I.CR.IR(1).E_.2.CR.IR(I).EQ.5) GO TO 2C
10 k(K,I,JYIVI) = SIGh*W(K,I,JYIPI)
W(K,I,JY6P[) = SIG_*W(K,I,JY4MI)








20 W(K,I,JYIMI) = AIK,I,JYIPI)
W(K,I,JY4PI) = SIGh*A(K,ItJYIMI)








45 CO 7C K=It4
SIGN = I.C
IF (K.EQ.3) SIGN = -I.0
CC 7C l=IXl•IX2
IF (IXI.E{.I) GO TC 50
IF (I.NE.IX1) GC TC 5C
W(K,I,I) = SIGN*A(K,It3)





t_(Kt ItJY5) -- A(KtI,3)
C'C TG f.O
5C W(K,I,I) = SIGN_WIK,I,3)
¼(K,I,JY5) = SIGN_(K,I,JYSM2)





VSQ(I,I) = (XMGM2{I,I) ÷ YMGP2(I,III/Wiltl,II
_SCiI,JY5) = (XMCM2II,JYS} + Y_OM2(I,JYS)I/W(I,I,JYSI
?0 CCNTIkLE











JJ = JY5MI - J ÷ 2
W(K,IXI,J) = AIK,IXI,JJ)







92 IF (ISLOPE.EC.C) GC TC 95
CALL ECUNC
95 IF (IXI.EG.II GG TC 2C0




iF iK.EG.3} Si_...... = -1-__
CC IIC I=2,IXl

















IF (I.EQ.2) CC TC _8
IF (IR(I).E_.C.CR.IR(I).E_.I.CR. IRII).E_.2.CR.IR(I).EC.S)GC
q8 _(K,II, JYIPl) = SIGI_*A(K,ItJYINI)


































A(K,I,I) = (A(Ktl,2) + A(K,2,1))/2.
A(K,I_JYIPI) = (A(K,I,JYI) + A(K,2_JYIPI))/2.
A(K,IXIPI_I) = W(K,IXlPI,I)
A(K,IXIPI,JYIP1) = W(K,IXIP1,JYIPI)















4$_A(l,l| = (XVOM2A(L_L) + Y¥CP2A(L,L|)IA(LILtl)







V IRTUAL - 4
D-22
SLBRCLTINE BCLNC
CCMMCN/COMX/W(StS2,Z3)p A(5,30,5), XMOM2(S2t23)t YNOM2(52,23),
l _SC(52,23), XMOM2A(3C,S), YMCM2A(3Ct5), VSCA(30,5)t
2 CAM ,GAP[ ,GAM2
3 CELT .FUCGE .SQ
4 CCN3 IGIFCC IXH
5 CLE .CP ,EXP
CCMMGhlCCM21 ICRCP(2C) tIRl3O),
I IXI ,IXLMI .IXlPl
2 IX4NI .IX4P2 .IX4M3
3 JY2 ,JY2MI ,JY2Pl
4 JY3M2 .JY3Pl .JY4
5 JYSMI .JYS_2
,GAP3 ,CELX ,CELY t
,INC tTTCL ,TP t
,ENERC tXNL ,CMEGA tTHICK,
tJ_IC
,IX2 .IX3 ,IX4
,JYI ,JYIMI ,JYIPI t
,JY2P2 ,JY3 ,JY3MI t
.JY4PI ,JY4Pl _JY5 .
,ISLCPE tJEXL ,JFXU
CCMMCNICCM31C(2C),XDIS(3)tXDISP(3I,DFX{2),CFN(3),
l SINBL _COSEI ,SINE eCOSINE ,CIST




XINT (A,B.C.X) = A ÷ X_lE - A)IDELTA +
I X*(X - CELTA)${C - 2.*B ÷ A)I(2.*CELTA=_2)
IF (ISLOPE.EC.I) GC TC 3C0
REFLECTICk FCR A SLOPE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TC I12
KU = J_2 - 2
IU = ISLCPE + I
CEFINE CCCRCINATES OF P AN_
CC 2CC K=I,KL
K1 = K - 1
K2 = KI_'ISLCPE
IX = IX2 + K2
Jdl = JYSNI - K1




IX = IX + 1
INTERPCLATE PARALLEL TC 1FE X-aXIS
ICC CO 13C J=l,3
IF (NTESI°E¢°2) GO TC LLC
XCIST = XCISP(J)
JJ1P = JJl - J
JJ2P = JJ2 ÷ J
CO TC IZC
llO XCIST = XCIS{J)
JJIP = JJl - J
JJ2P = JJ2 + J












130 P2(JJtJ) = XIhI (kXO,kXI,WX2tXCIST)
INTERFCLATE ALChG THE NCRVAL
CELTA = CIST
X = C{ll









140 R(JJ_2) = XI_T (kXCtkXItkX2,X)
REFLECT V_LUES
ZCN1 = 2.*(R(2,1ItCCSBL + R(3,1}tSINBI)
ZCN2 = 2.*(R(2,2I*CGSOl - R(3,2)$SINBI)
IF (NIEST.EC.2) GC TC IEC
CC ISC dJ=lt_t3
W(JJtlXtJJI+I) = R(JJtl|
ISC _(JJ,lXtJJ2-1t = R(JJt2|
k(2,lX,JJl+I) = ZO_I*CCSEI - R(2,I)
_|2tIXvJJ2-1) = ZG_2*CCSEI - R(2t2)
k(3_lXtdJl+l} = ZCNI$SINel - R(3tI)





VSG(IX_JJI÷I) = (XMOM2(IX,JJl+I) ÷ yM_V2(IX,JJI+I)I/W(I_IX_JJI÷I)
VSC(IX_JJ2-1) = (XPOV2(lX,JJ2-I) + yPO_Z(lX_JJ2-I|l/k(l_lXtJJ2-I)
GC TC 195
180 CC IgC JJ=l_4_3
_(JJtlX_JJI) = R(JJ_I)
190 ¼(JJ_lX_JJ2) = R(JJt2)
WL2,1X,JJI) = ZCNItCCSBI - R(2,1)
k(2,IX,JJ2) = ZCN2_CCSBI - R(2,2)
W(3,1X_JJ[) = ZCNI*SINBI - R(3_I)
k(3_lX,JJ2) =-ZCN2tSINB[ - R(3_2)






































REFLECTICN FCR A SLOPE OF 1
I = IX2




IMI = I - I
[M2 = I - 2
J! = J1 -
JIVl = Jl- I
JIV2 = Jl - 2
J2 = J2 _" 1
J2PI = J2 ÷ 1
J2P2 = J2 ÷ 2





















FINC VIRILAL PCIhTS FCR 1PE CIFF_SER
INTERPCLATE ALONG I_E HCRIZChTAL
410 ISTCP = t
IF ((IX_ - IX3).GT.5) ISTOP = 2
IX = IX3
CC 5CC N=I,ISTCP
JJl = JY3 *
JJ2 = JY2 -
CC 48C M=I_3
CELTA = EELX
IX = IX + I
CC 43C L=lt2
JlI = JJl - L
Jt2 = JJ2 + L
X = CFX(L)
IF (N.kE.2.CR.P.NE.I.CR.L.NE.I) GO TC 420
X = 1.13.*CELX
IX = IX * t














640 P2(Kt3) = k(KtIX_ltJl2_l)











_50 R(K_2) = XINT(WXCtWXIt¼X2tX)
REFLEC] VAL_ES ACRCSS BCLNCAR¥
BOUND - 4
D-26
CZEN[ = 2.*(R(2,X)eCOSINE + R(3,X)_SINE)
ZON2 = 2._(R(2,2)*CCSINE - R(3,2)*SINE)
CC 46C K=I_ke3
k(KtIXtJJl} = R(K_I)
k6O W(K_IX.JJ2) = R(K,2)
k(2.IX_JJI) = ZENI*CCSINE - R(2,1)
k(2tIXtJJ2) = ZCN2_CCSINE - R(2_2)
W(3tIXtJJI) = ZCNI_SINE - R(3,I)
k(3,[X_JJ2) =-ZCNI_SINE - R(3,2)




VS¢(IXtJJI) = (XNON2(IXtJJI) ÷ YNO_2(lX_JJI))/k(ItIX_JJl)
VS¢(IX_JJ2) = (XPOV2(IXIJJ2) + YMOP2(IX_JJ2|)/W(ItIXtJJ2)
480 CONTINUE
5C0 CCNTINLE
IF (ISTOP.EG.I) GO TE 10C0
CELTA = CELX
IX = IX3 + 3




















600 P2(Kt3) = XINT(WXQ,WXI_kX2,XX1)
CELTA = CISTP














































= ZChI$CCSIhE - R(2_1)
= ZC_2*CCSINE - R(2t2)





















INTEGER * 4 1CCLhT)T)TT
CO_MONICCPI/_IS)S2)23)t
l VSC(52)23)1
2 GA_ )GA_L )GA_2
3 CELT )FLCGE tSC
4 CC_3 tCIFCC tX_
5 CLE ,CP )EXP
CCWMQNICCM21 ICRCP(2C) tIR(3Clt
I IXl )IXl_l )IXlPl
2 IX4Ml tIX4M2 )IX4N3
3 JY2 ,JY2Ml )JY2PI
6 JY3M2 _JY3PI tdY4
5 JYSWI )JYSN2 tlSLOPE
CCPMOk/CCN41XM )PC tTC
1 AO )XLEN





)GAP3 )CELX )CELY )
)TNC oTTCL tTP )
)ENERG )XML )CMEGA )TPICKt
)JNID
,IX2 )IX3 )IX4 •
)dYl )JYI_I tJYIPI )
)JY2P2 )JY3 )JY3NI )
)JY6VI )JY6PI tJY5 )
)JEXL tJEXU
)RHCC )XMCNC )YMCVO )
)YLEN )XSLOPE )SLOPE )
)IN )IN )IE )
CCMPCh/CCP611VII2)3)23)) TVAII2)2)22)) XV(52)) ¥Vl23))
XVELI2t2)23)) YVEL(2t231) SONIC(2)2)23)) PRESI2)2t23)
CI_EhSICh TE_P 152)
CIPEkSIOh C_W(6)3)231, CLNA(4)23)) CLMEiA)23)
ESTABLISP IMITIAL LEFTHANO 8C_NOAR¥ CATA
CO 14C J=JYIVI)JY6PI
IF (TCCUNT.GT.]) GC TC 120
YVEL(I)J) = k(3t3)J)Ik{l)3)J)
CG IIC 1=2)3
IF (J.EQ.JY1PI.CR.J.EG.JY6PI) GC TC IOC
SCNIC(1)I-ItJ) = S_RT(GA_*W(S)I)J}IW(1)I)J))
PRES(1)I-I)J) = klS)ItJ)
ICO IF (J.GT.JYIPI) GO TC 105
PRES(1)I-I,JYIPI) = WIStltJYIPI)
PRES(ItI-I)JY4PI) = k(5)l)JV4Ml)





12C CO 13C I=1,2
SCNICII)I)J) = SCNICI2)I)J)
XVELIItI)J) = XVEL(2tI,J)
130 PRES(I)I)J) = PRES(2tI)J)
YVEL(1)J) = ¥VEL(2)J)
16C CCNTINLE


















C_CCSE A VER]ICAL LINE
CC 5CC I=3,1X4Fl
IF (I.EQ.Z) GC IC 18C
IF (IoLT.IXI_II GC TC l?C
IF II.GT.IXl_l) GC TC lbC
JL_ = 1
JbV = JY5




IEST TC CETERMINE IF CBLIQUE BCUNDARIES HAVE BEEh REACMEE
160 IF {I.GT.IX3} GC TC 165
IF II.NE.ICRCPILK)) GC T[ ITC
LK = LK + [
JL_ = JLV + 1
JLV = JUV - 1
JUmP = JL_ - 1
JLB = JL8 + l
JU_ = JUB - !
GC TC 17C
165 IF (IXIoE{.1.CR.I.EQ.IX4_I) GC TC 168
IF (I.NE.ICRCP(LK)-2) GC TC 168
LK = LK + 2
JLV = JLV - 1
JUV = JU_ + l
JUVP = JUV - l
GC TO 17C
168 IF (I._E.ICRCP(LK-2)) GC TC 17C
JLB = JLB - 1
JLB = JUB + 1
IRANSFER MATRICES
170 C0 175 K=1_12
CC 175 J=ltJ¥5
IV(K,ItJI = lVlKt2,J)











176 IL = IL 4. 1
IU = IL
CALCULATE TPE VALUES CF TV
18C C0 2CC II=ILtlL
IA = II - 1






TV(2t[AtJ| = GAP3_XNCV2(II,J| - GAPlt_(6tI[tJ) ÷ GAN2#YNON2(][_J)
1V(3tIAtJ) = -XVYW
TV(4tI_,J) = -CAVSEN + GAP2*_I2tlI,J)*VSC(II,J)
TV(5t[_.J) = -k(3t[ItJ)
TV(6,IAtJ) = -XNYN
TV{7, IA,J) = GAN3¢YNCN2(IItJ) - GAPICk(k,II_J) + GANZCXNCN2(II,J)
TV(StI_J) = -CAP¢EN ÷ GAN2¢k(3,[[tJ)_VSC(IItJ)














22C TVA(K_I_J| = T_(K,2_J)
24C I_P = IU - 1
CALCULATE THE VaL_ES CF TVa
CC 6GC II=IL,I_P
IA = I[ - 1
IF (I.NE.3) IA = 2
CG 6CC J=JLV,JLVP
IF (IoLT.IXI.A_C.(J.LT.JY_NI.CR.J.GToJ¥_)) GC TO 600
CC 25C K=lt6


































IVA(6.IAeJ) = GAP3_XP2 - GAMI_TVA(6,IAtJ} + GANZtYN2
IVA(7_IA_J) = -XMYM
_VAIE,IA_J) = -E_P_EP ÷ GAN2_T_AI2eIA,J)*SUNS_
IVA(_IA.J) = -TVAI3_IA_J)
IVA(IC_IA_J) = -X_YM
IVAIII_IA,J) = GAM3_YM2 - GAPltT_AI_IA_J) ÷ G_M2_XM2
TVA(I2,1A,J) = -G_M*Ek + GAP2tIVA(3tIA,J)*SUPSC
CCNTINLE
IF (I .EC.













CC _CS [II = IE_IC
ID=III-I
IF(I._E.])IC=]




























IF (I .E¢. 3) GC TC 4100
CO 4ClC K = 1,4
CC 4CIC J = JLV,JL_P
CUMA[K,J) = ELMB(K,J)
GC TC 42CC
CC 415C K = 1,4
CC 415C J = JLV,JUVP
CUNA(K,J)=C°25_(C_M(K.I,J+II+C_MIK,I_J)+CUN(K.2,J+l)+D_M(K,2tJ])
IF(K.hE.4)GCTC415C
XCLM = DUPA(KtJ) • CC_2 I CCh3
CCNTI_LE
CO 425C K = 1,4
CO 425C J = JLV,JU_P
IF(K.NE.4)GCTC425C
CUMB(K,J)=C°25_(CUM(Kt3,J+I)+CbM(Kt3tJ)+CUP(K,2,J+l)+O_M(Kt2_J))























FCRMAI (4X,6PDTT = tE13.4tSX,7FDELT = tEl3.4)









VSG(IX4,J) = (XVCV2(IX_,J) + YPCP2IIX_J))/kIltlX_tJ)
6CC CCNTI_LE
C
IF {IX1.EC.X) CC TC E[C
C




C SVCCTF TPE VALLES
C
EXC XLAVCA = CELI/CELX
XLC = XLAVCASDIFCC
C
C IN TPE X-CIRECIICN
C
IF (IXI.EQ.I) GC TC 615
[L = IXLPI
ICL = IX3 + 6
CC TC 618
C
615 IL = 3
ICL : IX3 + !
C




IF (J.EQ.JYI) IL = 3
IF (JoLE.JY2) IL = IL + ISLOPE
IF (J.EQ.J¥2) ICL = IX3 • I
IF (JoGT.JY3) IL = IE - ISLCPE
IF (J.EQ.JY4PI) IL = IXIP1
IF (J.E¢.JEXL.ANC.IXI.NE.I) IDL = IX3 ÷ 4
C
ILL = IL- I
I_ = IU + l
ICLL = ICL - L
C
EC 62C I=ILL,ILL
620 XV(1) = W(Z,I,J)IW(I,I,J)
C
IF (J.LT.JEXLoCR.J.GT.JEXU) GC TC 63C
CC 62S I=ICLL_IX4
e25 XVlI) = k(2tl_J)/k(LtI_J)
C
630 CC 645 K=It6
C
CC 635 I=IL,I_
635 TEMP(1) = klK_ItJ) + XLC_( ABSIXVII÷I) - IV(1)) _(WlKtl+ltJ} -
l k(K,ItJ)) - ABS(X_(I) - IV(I-I)) t(W(KtI,J) -
2 ¼(Ktl-llJ)))
C
IF (J.LToJEXL.CR.J.GT.JEXU) GC TC 6_1
C
UC _C !=!CL;!_4PX
_40 IEMP(I) = klK,ItJ) + XLCt( AES(XV(I÷I) - XVII)I*(WIK_I+ItJ) -
D-34
GEN PT - 6
Ck(K,ItJ)) - AES{X_(1) - X_(I-l))t(W{KtltJ) -
k(K_I-ItJ)]}
641CC 6_2 I=IL,IL
_42 k(KtI_J) = TEPF(1)
IF (J.LT.JEXL.CR.J.GI.JEXL} GC TC 645
EG 643 I=ICL,IX_PI















655 IF {I.NE.IERCPILK).CR.I.GT.IX3) GC IC 658
LK = LK+I
JLE = JLE ÷ l
JEB = JUE - 1
JLV = JLV ÷ 1
J_ = JUV - l
GC T_ _6C
658 IF (IXI.EQ.L) GC TC 660
IF (I.NE.ICRCP[LK)) GC IE E6C
LK =LK + 2
JL8 = JLB - I
J_8 = JUB + I
JLV = JLV - I
J_V = JU_ + I
E6C EC 665 J=JLVtJ_
E65 ¥V(J) = ¼(3tItJ]/k{ltItJ]
EO _75 K=I,5
IF (K.EQ.5) GO TC 671
C0 67C J=JLB,JLB
IEPP{J) = W(KtI,J) + XLC_( ABS(YV(J+I) - YV(J)) $[W(K_I,J*I) -





67[ EC 67_ J=JLB_JLB
IF (K.EG.5) GC TC E73
k(KtltJ) = TE_P(J)
IF (K.EQoI.CRoKoEC.4) GC TC E72
IF (AES(W(KtltJ)).LToIoCE-C6) k(K_ItJ) = 0.0
EO IC E74
672 IF (W(KIItJ).LEoL°CE-O6) KICCFF = ]
GO TC E74
E73 XMC_2(I,J) = k(2tItJ)*W(2tIpJ)/WtI,IvJI
¥MCM2(ItJ) = k(3_I_Jltk(ZtItJ)/k(IpItJ)
VSC(ItJ) = (XPCV2(ItJ) ÷ ¥_CP2lItJ))/k(I_IvJ)




ZERC IFE _-_C_ENIb_ AT IFE W_LLS.
CC 681 I = 2fiX2
k(],lt2) = C.C
681 W(3,I,JYSNI) = CoC
FIX VALVES AT SLPERSCNIC NCZZLE,
IF (JY5 .EC. 13) GC TC 689
IF lj¥5 oEC. 23) GC IC 685
EC 682 K = 1,5
682 W(K_S4_37) = k(Ktg4t36)
GO TC 689
6e5 CO 686 K = lt5
k(Kv_E_5) = W(K_48_E)
























SeAR = O.5*(XVEL(I,L,J) + XVEL(2,2,J} - SCNIC(I,I,J}
I SCNIC(2,2,J))
ZI = l.C + XLAMCA_SBAR
Z2 = l.C - XLAMCA*SBAR
RFC1 = O.5*(k(l,2,J) ÷ ktl,3,J))
SCNICC = C.5*(SCNIC(I,ItJ) + SCNIC[2t2,J))
YVELG = C.5*¥VEL[2tJ)
k(5,2,J) = PRESIIt2,J) + RHCI*SCNICO*(XVEL{2,I,J) - XVEL(I,2tJ)) +
1 ZI/Z2*(PRES(I,I,J) - PRES(2,2,J) - RHCI*S/NIE0_
2 (XVEL(I,I,J) - XVEL(2,2,J))) - CELT*YVEL0/{2.tDELYeZ2)$
3 |PRES|It2_J+I) - PRES|It2tJ-l) - R_CI*SCNICC*
4 (_VELiI,I,J+I) - XVELII,I,J-I)) + PRES(I,I,J+I) -
5 PRES(I,I,J-I) - R_C|*SCkICC*
6 (XVEL(I,2,J÷I) - XVEL(I,2,J-I))) - CELT*RHOI*SONICOt_2/
7 (2.*CEL¥*Z2)*(Y_EL(I,J+I) - Y_EL(I,J-I))
k(l,2,J) = GA_*WiS,2,J)II2.*XH*GAMI)*





_SC(2,J) = {XMCM2(2tJ) ÷ YWC_2(2,J))/W(I,2tJ)
k(4,2,J) = W(5,2,J)/GAMI + VS¢(Z,J]*C.5*W(I,2,J)
CGNTINLE
IF (IXI.EC.1) GC TC ICCC






IF (K.EQ.3) SIGh = -1.C






IF (KoNE°S) GC IC 85C
XMOM2(I,JY1) = ¼(2,1tJ¥1)*W(2,I,JYI)/W(I,I,JYI)
YMOM2(I,JY1) = W(],I,JYI}*W(3,1tJYX)/WII,I,JYI)



























INTEGER * 4 ICCL_I,TtlT
CCPPChlCCPII_(5,52,23), A|5,30,5), XPCP2(52,23), YMOP2(52,23|,
1 _SC(52,23), XMBP2A(3C_5I, YPCM2A{3C,51, _S_A(3C,5),
2 CAP ,GAPl ,GAP2 ,CAP3 ,CELX ,CELY ,
3 CELT ,FLCGE ,SC ,INC ,TTCL ,TP ,
6 CCN3 ,CIFCC ,XH ,ENERG ,XP_ ,OMEGA ,THICK,
5 C_E ,CP ,EXP ,JPlO
CCPMONICCP2/ ICRCP(2C) ,IRI3C),
I TXI ,IXlP1 ,IXlPl ,IX2 ,IX3 ,IX4 ,
2 IX4Pl ,IX4P2 ,IX4_3 ,JYI ,JYIM1 ,JYIP1 ,
3 J¥2 ,JYZPl ,JY2PI ,JY2P2 ,JY3 ,JY3MI •
4 JY3M2 ,JY3PI ,J¥6 ,JY4MI ,JY4PI ,JY5 ,
5 JYSP1 ,JYSP2 ,ISLCPE ,JEXL ,JEXU
COPMO_/CCH4/XP tPO tiC ,RHCO •XNCMC •YMCMO •
l AC ,XLEN ,YLEN ,XSLOPE ,SLCPE ,







IF (J .LI. JYI .CR. J .GI. J¥4l GO TC IGCO

























































INTEGER * 4 ICCL_T,T,1I
CCMMOklCCPIlk(5,52,23), AlSt30,5), XPOP2(52,23), YMOMZIS2t23),
I _SC(52,23), XMCP2AI3C,5)t YPCM2A(30,5)t VSCA(3CtS)v
2 CAP ,GAP[ ,CAP2 ,GAP3 tCELX tCELY ,
3 TELl ,FUCGE ,SC tTNT ,TTCL ,TP ,
4 CCN3 p_IFC[ ,XH tENERO ,XMC ,OMEGA tlHICK,
5 CLE ,CP ,EXF _JNID
CCPMONICCP21 ICRCP(2C) ,IR(3C),
l IXI ,[XIMI .IXlPl ,IX2 ,IX3 ,IX4 ,
2 IX4P1 ,IX4M2 ,IX4M3 ,JYI ,JYIMI tJYIPl ,
3 J¥2 ,JY2_I ,JY2PI ,JY2P2 ,JY3 ,JY3MI ,
4 JY3P2 ,JY3Pl tJY4 ,JY4_I ,JY4P1 ,JY5 ,












CHCCSE A VERIICAL LIkE
CC 5CC I=2,IXl





12C AV(Kt2_J) = Ag(Kt3,J)
IL = IL _ 1
IU = IL
CALCULATE VALLES GF AV
180 CO 2CC II=IL,IL
IA = II























= GAM3*XMCMZA[II,J) - GAMI*A[4,II,J] *
GAM2*¥NCM2A(II,J)
= -XMYM
= -GAP*EM + GAMZ*A(2,11,J)*VSCA(II,J)
= -A(3,II,J)
= -XMYM
= GAP3*YMCM2A(II,J) - GAMI*A(4,11tJ)
GAM2*XMCM2A(II,J)
= -GAP*EN + GAP2*A(3,II,J)*VSQA(II,J)
2C0 CGNTINLE






240 IUP = IU - I
CALCULATE VALLES OF AVA
CC 4CC II=IL,ILP
IA = II
IF (I.NE.2) IA = 2
EC 4CC J=JLV,JL_P
EC 25C K=I,4
IF (IA.EC.2) GC IC 245
AVAIK,I,J) = C.25_(AIK,2,J] + AIK,I,J÷I) + AIK_2,J+I) + AiK,I,J))+
I CChTX*(AVIK,2,J) - AV(K,I,JI ÷ AVIK,2,J+I) -
2 A_(K,I,J+I)) ÷
3 CCNTY*(AV(K+6t2,J÷I) - AVIK+4t2,J) + AVIK+6,1_J+I) -
4 AV(K+4,I,J))
GC TC 25C
245 AVAIK,IA,J) = C.25*(A(K,I+l,J) + AIK,I,J+I) + A(K,I÷I,J_I) ÷
I A{K,I,J)) +
2 CCkTX*(AV(K,],J) - A_(K,2,J) + A_(K,3,J+I) -
3 A_(K_Z,J+I)) +










AVA(6tIA,J) = GAP3*XP2 - GAMIvaVAiq,iAIJ) * GA#2#TM2
D-42 LINER - 2
)AVA(TtlA_J) = -XMYP
AVA(8,1AtJ) = -EAPSEF + CAP2_AVA(2,IA,J)_S_MSC
AVA(_,IA_J) = -AVA(3,1A,J)
AVA(IC,IA,J) = -XMYM
AVA(II,IA,J) = GAM_=YM2 - GA_I*A_A(4,1J,J) * GJM2_XM2
AVA(12,1A,J) = -GAM_Eh + GAM2_AVA(3,1A,J)*S_NSC
_CC CCNTIkLE
CALCLLATE FINAL VAL_E5
_IC CC 45C K=It4
CO 45C J=JLBtJL8
A(K,I,J) = A(K,I_J) + CC_TXP_(AV(K,3,J) - AV(K,I,J) + AVA(K+4t2tJI
l - AVA(K+6,I,J) + A_A(K+4_2tJ-I) - AVA(K+4,1,J-I)) +
2 CCNTYP¢(AV(K+4_2tJ+[) - AV(K+4tZtJ-I) + AVAIK+8tZ,J) -
3 A_A(K+8,2,J-I) + A_AIK÷8,I,J) - A_AÁK÷B,I,J-I))
450 CCkTIhLE
5C0 CONTINLE
_VERAEE VALLES ARCLNC TEE HCLES
CO 503 I=]_lX!
IF (IR(1).NE.5.ANC.IR(I).NE.2) G[ TC 5C3
CC 5C2 K=It4
51GN = I.C
IF (KoE¢.3} SIGh = -l.C





ENERGY WITHCRAWAL AT THE HCLES
CC 5C5 I=3,1XlPI
IF (IR(I).NE.5) GO TC 5C5
RHCBAR = o25*(A(I,ItJYI) + A(I,I+I,JYI) + A(I,I+2,JYI) +
I AII,I+],JYI))
_ELBAR = .25*(AIZ,I,JYI)IA(I,I,J¥I) + AI3,I+I,JYI)IAII,I+I,JY'I) +
I A(3,1+2,JVI)IA(I,I+2,JY1) + _(3,I+3,JY1)/
2 _(I,I+3,JYI))
R = .StS_RTI2._XM_RPCSARtCPEGA)
TENER = 3.141592653589793 _ 1.5 • CELX t THICK * R * VELEAR*_2
_(4,I,JYI) = A(4_I,JYI) - TENERI3o
_(4,1+I,JYI) = A(4,I+l,J¥1) - TENERI6o
AÁ4,1+2,JYI) = AI4,I÷2,J¥1) - TENER/6.


















CO 515 I = 2,IXX
515 IEPP(I) = A(K,I,J) ÷ XLC_(AES(AXV{I+L) - AXV(II)_(A(K,I+I,J) -
I AIKtI,J)) - ABS{AX¥(I} - AXV{I-I)I*{A(KtltJ} -
2 A(KtI-I_J}))
CC 51E I = 2,lXl
516 _(K_ltJ) = TEMP(I)
E2O CCNTINLE
525 CChTIhLE
CC 5_5 l = 2,IXl
CC 53C J=I,J_IPl
530 AYV(J) = AI3,I,J) I A(L,I,J)
CC 54C K=l_5
IF (K.EQ.5) CC 1C 53_
CC 535 J = 2_J¥I
535 TEPP(J) = _(K,I,J) ÷ XLC_( AeS(AYV(J÷[) - _YV(J})#(A{K_I,J÷I) -
l A(K,I_J)) - AES(AYV(J) - AYV(J-II)*{A(K,ItJ) -
2 A(K,ItJ-I)))
536 CC 537 J = 2tJ¥l
IF (K .EC- 5} GC TC 539
A(K,I,J) = TEPP(J)
IF (K.E¢.I.CR.K.EC._} GC TC S3e
IF (AeS(A(K_ItJ)).LT.I.CE-C6) A(K_I_J) = 0o0
GC IC 537
538 IF (A{K,ItJ).LE°I.CE-OE) KICCFF = l
GC TC 537
539 XMGM2A{ItJ) = A{2,I,J)_A(2tI,J}IA(IpItJ)
YMOM2A(ItJ) = A(]_ItJ)_A(3_I_J)IA{]tI,J)
_A(I.J) = (XMCM2A(I,J) + YPCP2A{I,J)}IA(1,I,J)













INTEGER _ 4 TCCL_T,T,TT
CCMVO_ICCMXIW(St_2,23)t A(St3C,5)t XMCM2(52,23), YMGM2(S2t23),
l _SC(52,23), XMOM2A(3CtS), ¥MCM2A(3C,5), VSGA(3Ct5)t
2 GAM ,GAP! ,GAM2 ,GAM3 ,CELX
3 CELT ,FUCGE ,SC
4 CC_3 tCIFCC ,XH
5 CLE ,CP tEXP
CCMMONICCM2/ ICRCP(2C) ,IR(30),
I IXl ,IXIMI ,IXlPl
2 IX4MI ,IX4M2 ,IX4N3
3 JY2 tJY2MI ,JY2Pl







,JYI ,JYIMI •JYIPI ,
,JY2P2 ,JY3 ,JY3NI ,




I SI_EI ,CCSBI ,SINE ,COSINE ,CIST _CISTP .
2 ILEN ,MESH ,IWISH
CCMMON/CCN41XM _PC ,TO ,RHCO ,XMCMO •YM_MO •
l AC ,XLEN ,¥LEN tXSLOPE ,SLCPE ,
2 CCNI ,CCN2 ,IRFO ,IM tin tiE t
3 IPRES ,_CPT
CCMMONICCMSITCCL_T,TtKICCFFtlT
CCMMONICCM61TV(I2,3,23)t TVA(12•2,22), XV152)t Y_(23)t




2 FERMAT (//TSttLENXI =el3,
I T69,lLEhX3 ==I3,
3 FCRNAT (//TS,ZLEhYI =eI3t
I T69,ZLENY3 ='I3,
4 FCRMAT (//TS,ILE_Y5 ='I3,
l TE_,'PRINT INC =I13,
5 FCRNAT (//TS,IXLEN ==lPEI3.5t
l T69,=CELX =lE13.5_









6 FORMAT (IITS,'SCENC SP. ='IPEI3.5, T37 •'M.W. CF GAS ='E13.5,
I T69t'FUCGE ='CPF5.]e TlOl,'TP =JlPE13.5)
7 FCRMAT (//TS_'PC =IIPE13.5_ T37 ,'TO ='E13.5,
1 T69,'RHCC ='IPEI3.5, TIOI•'ENERO ='EI3o5)
8 FCRMAT ('I' T65_ 'ENERGY' III T3, 'TRIP' Tl4, 'TIME' T32, 'I = 2'
1 T54, 'I = 5' 176t 'I = I0' Tqs_ 'I =15' TI20. 'I = 20')
q FCRNAT (/ITSs'GAM ='lPEI3.5_ T37 ,'XSLCPE ='E13.5_
I T6q,'CIST ='E13.5, TIOI,'CISTP ='E13.5)
1C FCRMAI (llT5t'SlhBl ='LPEL3.5, T37 ,'CCSSI ='EL3.5_
I T69,'SINE ='E13.5• T1CI_'CCSINE ='E13.5)
II FCRMAT (IITS,'XCISI(I) ='IPEI3.5_ T37 ,'XCIST(2) ='E13.5,
1 TGqttXCIST(3) ='El3.5)
12 FORMAT (//T5t'XCISTP(1) ='IPEI3.5, T37 ,'XCISTP(2) ='E13.5_
I T6_,'XCISTP(3) ='E13.5)
13 FCRNAT (//TS_'CIFCC ='IPEI3o5, T37,'M_ ='IPEI3.5,
1 TEq,'OMEGA ='IPEI3.5, TIOIttLINER THKNS ='IPEI3.5)
14 FORMAT (//T5,'_ ='IPEI3.5, T37, o_p ='IPEI3.5,
l T6q,oN ='IPEI3.5_ TIOl, 'NCPT ='13)







16 FORMAT {T4, 'NC.' TZE, 'J = I2' T37, 'J = 22' T48, 'J = 12' T59,
l 'J = 22' T7C, tj = 12' T81. 'J == Z2¢ T92, tj _- 12' TIO_,
2 'J = 22' TI14, 'J = 12' T125. 'J = 22')
17 FORMAT {T4, 'NC.' T2E. 'J = 12' T37, 'J = lg' T48. 'J = 12' TSg,
I 'J = IS' T7C, 'J = 12' 181. 'J = 19' T92, 'J = 12' TI03.
2 'J = I0' Ill4, 'J = 12' T125, 'J = 19')
19 FORMAT {IhC, I4, 2X, IPEI4.5, IPEII.2)
20 FORMAT (T6tt¢'tT66,'C',TI27,'¢'|
21 FORMAT (T6,'*'tT27,'A',TE6,'C',TIOE_'W'tTI27,'$')
22 FCRMAT Ill IPI3EIC.2)
23 FCRNAT (// TII,IPIIEIO.2)
24 FCRMAT (1/ T2I,IPgEIC.2)
25 FORMAT (11 T31,1PTEIC.2)
26 FCRMA_ (I/ T41,1PSEIC.2|
27 FORMAT (// TSI,|P]E[C.2)
28 FCR_AT (IPI3EIC.2)
30 FORMAT ('LOENSITY AT TIME ='IPEL6.5,
1 T64,'TNC ='E14.5,
4C FORMAT ('IX-MCME_TLM AT TIFE ='1PE14.5,
l T64,'TNC ='El4.5.
50 FORMAT ('IY-MCNENTLM AT lINE ='lPE14.St
l T64,'TNC ='El4.5,
60 FORMAT ('IENERGY AT TIME ='IPEI4.5,
I T64,'TNC ='El4.5,












80 FORMAT ('1'111' ERROR MESSAGE'//
1 ' CME CF TPE FOLLOWING HAS BECOME LE
2SS T_Ah I.CE-1C CENSITY,ENERGY,CR PRESSURE. IHIS MAY BE THE RESU
3LT OF INSTABILITY CR AN ERRCR.'I' CHECK INPUT CATA CARCS FCR CCRRE
4CTNESS AhC TFE PRI_TCLI CF TFE INPLT CATA ANC CONSTANTS. FOLLOWING
5 IS A CUMP CF IFE ARRAYS IN'/' COMMON.'///)
B1 FCRMAT (IF+, T34, [PEI[.2)
82 FORMAT (IP+, T45, IPEll.2)
83 FORMAT (IH÷, TSEe IPELlo2)
84 FORMAT (1_+, TET, 1PEII.2)
85 FORMAT (IF+, T?8, IPEII.2)
86 FCRMAT (1_+, T8_, IPEII.2)
87 FORMAT (IH+, TICC, 1PEll.2)
88 FORMAT (IF+, Till, IPEII°2)





IF (N.EO.2) GC TC 3CC
INPUT £ATA PRINTOUT
CL = CUE I CCN3 * CCN2
CPP = CP I CCN3 * CCN2
ICO MIC = JYSI2 ÷ I
JLP = JY5 - 6
IF (MIC.LE.8) JLP = MID ÷ !
D-47
PR INT - 2
JLP = _IhC(PIC,8) - l
llO EE 12C [=It3
XC(I] = XCIS(I)_XLEh




LEkX] = IXl - 2
LEkX2 = IX2 - 2
LF_X3 = IX3 - 2
LF_X4 = IX4 - 2
LEhY! = JYX - 2
LFKY2 = JY2 - 2
LENY3 = JY3 - 2
LFNY4 = JY6 - 2



















































IF (I.GToIXI) GO TC 360
tC 33C J=2,J_[
K = J - I
33C IEFPI_I = Aii,I,j}_R_CC
D-48
PR INT - 3
EC 34C J=JY1P1,JLP
K=K+I











JJ = JY5_l - J + 2




IF (I.EQ.[XI) GC TC 3qC









360 IF (I.hE.ICRCP(LK).OR.I.GT.IX3) GO TC 365
LK = LK ÷ [
LK1 = LK
JL8 = JLB ÷ I
JLB = JUB - 1
GC TC 366
C
365 IF (I.NE.ICRCP(LK)) GO TC 366
LK = LK ÷ 1
LKX = LKI - |
JLe = JLB - 1
JUB = JU8 + 1
C
3E6 CC 37C J=JLB,JLP
K = J - JLB + 1


















381 kRITE 6,22) (TENPIJ)_J=I,K)
GC TG 39C
382 kRITE 6t23) (TEVP(J},J=ItK}
C-C TO 39C
383 ¼RITE 6,26) (TEPP(J),J=I,K)
GC TC ._.9C
384 WRITE 6,25) (TENP(J).J=]_K}
GC TC 39C
3E5 WRITE 6t26} (TEVP(J}_J=ItK)
C-C T(] 3gO
3e6 WRITE 6126) (TEVP(JI,J=ltK)
390 COhTI_E








IF (I.GT.IX1) GC TE 460
CC 43C J=2,JVl
K = J - ]
430 TEPP{K) = A(2tItJ)*CCNI
CC 44C J=JYIPI,JLP
K = K ÷ ]
440 TE_P(K) = W(2,I,J)*CCN[
K = K + I
TEVP(K) = k(2,I,I_IC)#CChl
CO 465 J=JLP,JY4
K = K + 1
445 TEPP(K) = k(2,I,J)tCCN1
CC 45C J=JY4Pl,JY5N1
K = K + 1
JJ = JV5M1 - J + 2
450 TEPP(K) = A(2,I,JJ)tCCNI
kRITE (6,28) (TENP(K),K=I.13)
IF (l.Eqo[Xl) GC TC 490
IF (IR[I}.EQ.5.CR. IR(I).EQ.O.CR. IR(I).EC.1) GO TC 655
CC 452 M=I,Z
D-50











460 IF [[.kE.[ORCP(LKI.CRo|.EToIX3) GO TC 465
LK= L.K + !
LKI = LK
JLB = JLe + 1
JLB = JU8- 1
C-C TC 466
465 IF (I.NE.ICRCP(LK)) GO TC 466
LK = I.K + 1
LK1 = LKI - 1
JLB = JLB- l
JUB = JU8 ÷ |
4E6 CO 4"1C J=JLBtJLP
K = J - JLB + 1
470 TEVP(K) = k(2tI,JI¢CCN!
K = K ÷ 1
IEIdPIK) = ¼{2,[,t_IOItCONI
CO 475 J=JLPtJLB
K = K + [
475 TENPIK} = k[2tltJltCCNt
GO TO (48Ct482t683t48_t485t6E6)tLKt
480 IF ([.NE.2) GC TC 481
kRITE (6,28) (TEMP(J)eJ=|,K)
CO TU 49C
481 kRITE 16v22) (TEMPiJItJ=t,K)
GO TO 49C
482 kRITE (6t23l (TEFP(J)tJ=i_K)
GC TO 49C
483 kRI]E (6t24) (1EPPtJ)tJ=I_K)
CC TO 490
484 kRITE (6t25) (TEPPiJIeJ=IeK)
CG TC 49C
685 kRITE (6,26) (1EPPiJItJ=i_K)
GG TO 6gO
686 kR[TE (6,27] (TE_PIJI.J=L_K)
4¢_0 CCNTINLE














IF (I.GT.IXI) GC TC 56C
CC 53C J=2tJ'V[
K = J - 1
530 TEPP(K) = A(3tltJ)'_CCI_I
CG 54C J=J¥1PltJLP
K = K + 1
540 IEPP(K) = _(3tItJ}'_CChl
K = K * !
]EPP|K) = k(3t[,NlC)tCCkl
CC 545 J=JLPtJ¥4
K = K + 1
545 TEPP(K) = k(3tleJltCCNt
E(_ 55C J=J¥_PItJ¥SP[
K = K + I
JJ = J¥SNI - J + 2
550 ]EPP(K) =-A(3tItJJ}tCGNI
kRITE (6_28) (TEFP(KItK=I,13)
IF (I.E¢.IXl) GC TC 59G




555 CG 558 N=I,2
558 kRITE (6p2C}
GC TC 590
560 IF II.NE.ICRCPIL_).CR.I.E].IX3} GC TC 565
LK = LK ÷ I
LKI = LK
JLB = JLB * I
JEB = JUB - I
GO TC 5E6
565 IF ([.NE.ICRCP(LK)) G(_ TE 5EE
LK = LK + !
LKI = LKI - [
JLB = JLB - 1
JUB = JU8 + !
PRINT - 7
D-52
566 EC 57C J=JLBtJLP
K = J - JLB ÷ l
570 TEPP(K) = k(3tI,JleCEkl
K = K ÷ I
TEI_P(K) = WI3tI_PICItCCNI
EC 57S J=JLP_JLE
K = K • I
575 TEVP(KI = k(3tItJltCCNI
GC TC |58CtS82t583_584tSES_SE6)tLK|
580 IF II.NE.2} GC lC 58I
WRITE 16,28) ITEVPIJItJ=|,K)
GC TC 590
58I WRITE 16,22) (TEVFIJ),J=I,K)
GC TC 590
582 WRITE (6t23) (TEPPIJ)_J=|pK)
GC TC 5q0
583 WRITE (6t24) ITEPPIJ)_J=t_K]
GC TC 59C
584 WRITE 16,25] ITEPPIJ),J=]tK)
GC TC $90
585 WRITE 16t26l ITEFPIJ)_J=X_K)
GO TO 59C
586 WRITE (6t27) ITEPPIJ)tJ=|tK)
590 CONTINUE
_CO IF I[E.EQ.OoANC.k. EQ.2| GO TE 70C
ENERGY PR II_TCUT
IC_OSE = I_ISH
IF IN .EGo 1) [CPCSE = C
IF (ICFOSE oEC. C) GE TC 602
IF (TCCUNT °WE. [} GC TC 6C2
WR|TE (6t8)




6C2 IF (ICFOSE .NE- C) GC TC 6C5
WRITE (6_6C] TICLtCTtTNCtTCCLNT









K = J - l
lEaP(K} = A(4,ItJI * CCN2
IF (ICPOSE .EC. C) GC TC _30
IF (I .E¢. 2 .CR. I .E_. 5 .ER. I .E_. lC .OR. 1 .EQ. 15 ._R.
1 I .EQ. 2C) GC TC 62C
GC TO _3C
620 IF (J .E¢. 12 oCR. J .E{o lg) GO TC E25
GC TC E3C
625 IF {I .E¢. 2 .A_C. J oE_. 12) GO TC E2E
IF (I .EC. 2 oANCo J .E¢. IS} WRITE (E,81) TEPP(K)
IF IT .E¢. 5 .AND. J .EC. 12) WRITE (6,82) IEMPiK)
IF (I .EC. 5 .ANC. J .EC. I_) WRITE (6,8)) IEMP(K)
IF (I .E{. IC .ANC. J .E£. 12) WRITE (6,84) TEMP(K)
IF (I .EC. IC .AN_. J .EC. IS) WRITE |6,85) TE_P(K)
IF (I .E¢. 15 .AND. J .E{. 12) WRITE (6,86} TEPP(K)
IF (I .Ft. 15 .AhC. J .E{. I_) WRITE lE,87) TEMP(K)
IF (I .EC. 2C .AhC. J oEC. 12) WRITE {6,88) TEMP(K)
IF (I .EC. 2C .AND. J .EC. I_) WRITE (E,89) TE_P(K)
GC TC 63C
626 WRITE (6,1_) TCCLNTt TTCL_ TEPP(K}
630 CCNTINLE
EO 64C J=JYIPI,JLP
K = K + I
TEMP(K) = W[4,ItJ) * CON2
IF |ICFOSE .EC. C) GC 1C 64C
IF (I .E¢. 2 .CR. I .E¢. 5 .CR. I .EC. IC .GR. I .EQ. IS .CR.
l I .EQ. 2C) GC TC 633
GC TC E4C
633 IF (J .E¢. 12 .CR. J .E¢o 19| GC TC 635
GC TC E4C
E35 IF (I .EC. 2 .ANC. J .E¢. 12) GC TC 638
IF (I .E¢. 2 .AND° J °ECo I_) WRITE (6,81) TEMP(K)
IF (I .E¢. 5 ._ND. J .EC. 12) WRITE (6,82) TENP(K)
IF (I .EC. 5 .Ah_. J .EC. I_) WRITE |6,83) IE_P(K)
IF (I .EC. 1C .ANC. J .E{. [2) WRITE (E,84) TEMP(K)
IF (I .FQ. IC .AND. J .EC. I_) WRITE (6,85) TEMP(K)
IF {I .EC. 15 .ANC. J .E{. 12) WRITE iE,86) TE_P(K)
IF (I .E¢. I5 .AhC. J .EC. Ig) WRITE {E,87) TEMP(K)
IF (I .EC. 2C .AhC. J .EC. [2) WRITE |6,88) IEMPiK)
IF (I .EQ. 2C .ANO. J°E{. l_) WRITE (6,89) TEMP(K)
GO TO E4C
638 WRITE |6,1_) 1CCLNT, 1TEL, TEMFIK}
640 CCNTINEE
K = K ÷ [
TEMP(K) = W(4,I,PIE)*CCN2
EC 645 J=JLP_J¥4
K = K ÷ I
TEMP(K) = W(4,I,J) * CCk2
IF (ICFOSE .EC. C) GC TC 645
IF (I .E_. 2 .CR. I .EQ. 5 .CR. I .E_. [O .CRo I .EQ. 15 oCR.
l I .EQo 2C) GC TC 64l
CC TC 645
641 IF (J .EC. 12 .CR. J .E¢. 19) GO TC 643
D-54 •
PRI NT - 9
CGC TC 645
643 IF (I .EC. 2 .AhC. J .EC. 12) GC TC 644
IF (I .EC. 2 .AhC. J .EC. 1S) WRITE (6,81) TEPP(K)
IF (] .E_. 5 .AhC. J °E_. 12) WRIZF ((:,82| TF_PiK)
IF ([ °EC. 5 °ANC° J °ECo [_l WR[IE (6t831 TEVP(KI
IF (I °EC° [C °AND° J °EC° [2) WRITE ((:,86) TE_P(K)
IF (I °EC. ]C .AhC. J .EC. IS) WRITE (6t85) TF_P(K)
IF [I °E_° [5 .AhC° J °EC° ]2) WRITE (6,86) TEPP(K)
IF ([ .EC° 15 °AhC° J .EC° L_) WRITE (_,87) TEVP(K)
IF (I °EG. 2C °AhC° J .EC° I2) WRITE (6t88) TEVP(K)
1F (I °EC° 2C °_C. J °EE. 1_1 WRITE (6.891 TEPP|K)
CC TC 645
646 WRITE (6,|91 TCCLNTt TTELt TEPPIKI
(:45 CGNTINLE
EC 65C J=JY4PItJY5P[
K = K + 1
JJ = JYSMl - J + 2
lEaP(K| = A(4,_[tJJ) * CC1_2
IF (ICFOSE °E{]. C) GC TC 65C
IF (I .EQ. 2 .CR. I .E¢. 5 .CR. I .EC° IO .CR° I .EQ. 15 °CR.
[ I .EQ° 2C1 GC TC 646
EC TC 65C
646 IF (J .EQ° 12 °CR° J .EQ. lg) GO TC 667
C-C TC (:50
647 IF (I .EC. 2 °AhCo J°E{. 121 GO TC 648
IF (I .EC. 2 .AhC. J .EC. ]g) WRIIE (6,8]) IEPP(K)
IF (I .FQ. 5 .AND. J .EC. 12) WRITE (6,82) TFMP(K)
IF ([ .EQ. 5 .AND. J °EC. L_) WRITE (6,83| TEIUP(K)
IF (I .E_. ]C .AI_C. J .EC. 12) WRITE (6,84l TEPP(K)
IF (I .EC. ]C .ANC. J .EC. lg) WRITE (6,85l TEIVP(K}
IF 1[ .FQ. 15 .AI_C. J .EG. 12) WRITF (6_861 TEI_P(K)
IF (I .EG. 15 .AI_[. J .EC. I(_) WRITE (6,87! TEMP(K)
IF (I .EC. 2C .AI_C. J .EC. [2) WRITE ((:,88) TE/_P(K)
1F |I .E{. 2C .AND,. J .EC. Ig) WRITE (6,89) IEf_PiK)
GC TC 65C
(:68 WRITE (6tl9) TCCLNT, IICL, TEi_P(K)
(:SO C(]NTINLE
IF (ICFOSE .hE. C) GC TC 65I
WRITE (6t28) (TEMP(K),K=ItI3)
651 IF (I °EC. IXl) GC TC 69C
IF (IR(1).EQ.5.CR.IR(I).EQ.O.CR-IR(1)-EQ-I) GO TC 655




_55 IF (IC_OSE °ME. C) GC TC 690
CC 658 M = 1,2
656 WRITE (6,2C)
GC TC 690
660 IF (I.NE.ICRCP(LK).ORoI.GT.IX3) GO TC 665




CJLff = JL8 + I
JL.E = JUB- [
C-O TC _66
EE5 IF (I.NE.ICRCP(LK)) GC TC E6E
LK = LK + I
LKI = LKI - I
JL8 = JLB- l
JU_ = JUB + I
EE6 CG 67C J=JLEIJLP
K = J - JLB • 1
IEPP(K} = W(4,ItJ) * CCN2
IF (ICPOSE .EC. C) GC TC 670
IF {I oEC. 2 .CR. I .EG. 5 .CR. I oEC. IO .CRo I .EQ. 15 oCR.
I I .EQ. 2C) GC TC EE7
CC TC670
667 IF (J .EC. 12 .CR. J °EC. 221 GO TC 668
EC TC 67C
668 IF I .EC. 2 .AkC. J .EC. ]2) CC TC 669
IF I °E_. 2 .AhC. J .EC. 221 WRITE (E_81) TEMP{K)
IF I .E_. 5 .AhC° J .E{. 12) WRITF (6.82) TEMP(K)
IF I .E_. 5 .AND. J .EC. 22) WRITE |6,83) TENPtK)
IF I .E_. IC .ANO. J .EC. I2) WRITE (E,86) TEMP(K)
IF I .EQo 1C .ANC. J oE_o 22) WRITE (E,85) IFMP(K)
IF I .E_. 15 .A_C. J oEE° 12) WRITE (6,86) TEPP(K|
IF I .EC° 15 .ANC. J oECo 22) WRITF (6,8?) TEPPIK|
IF I .EG. 2C °AND. J .EE. I2) WRITE (E,88) IEMP(K)
IF I oF_° 2C .A_C° J °ECo 22) WRITE (Et89) TEMPIK)
GC TO 67C
_69 WRITE (6,Ig) TCCLNT, ITCL, TEPP(K)
670 CCNTINLE
K = K ÷ I
IEI_P(K) = W(_,I,MICI_CCN2
CC 675 J=JLP,JLE
K = K + I
TEPP(K) = W(_,I,J) ¢ CCN2
IF (ICPOSE .EC. C) GC IC 675
IF (I .EQ. 2 .CR. I .EQ. 5 .CR. I .EC° IO .CR. I .EQ. 15 .OR.
I I .EQ. 2C) GC TC 67[
GO TO 675
67I IF (J .E¢. 12 .CR. J °EC. 22) CO TE 672
GC TC 675
672 IF (I .EQ° 2 .ANC. J .E_. I2) GO TC 673
IF (I .EC. 2 ._ND. J .EC. 22
IF (I .EG. E °AND° J °ECo 12
IF (I .EQ. 5 .AkO. J .ECo 22
IF (I .EQ. IC .AND. J .EE. t2
IF (I .E{. IC .AND. J .EC. 22
IF (I .EC. IS .ANC. J .EC. 12
IF (1 .EQ. 15 °A_C° J .E_° 22
IF (I .E¢. 2C .ANC. J .EC. 12




















IF (ICPCSE .hE. CI GC lC 69C
GC TC |68Ct6821683_684_68516861_LK[
680 IF (I.hE.2) GC TC 681
kRITE 16t28) (IEPP(J)tJ=ItK)
GC TG _9C
68L kRITE (6,22) (TEPPIJI,J=|tK)
GC TC 69C
682 kRITE (6,231 (TE_P(JItJ=|eK|
CC TC 69C
683 kRITE (6_24) (TENPIJ)_J=|tK|
EC TC 69C
684 kRITE (6t25) (TE_P(J)tJ=I,K)
GC TC EgG
685 kRITE 16,26) (TEPPIJI,J=ItK|
GC TC 69C
686 ¼RITE (6t27) (TEPP(J)tJ=It K)
69C CC_TINLE








IF (I.GT.IXt) GC TC 7EO
CC 73C J=2_JY]
K = J - 1
730 TEP. PIKI = AI5tI,JI#CCN2
CO -/_C J=JYLP1,JLP
K = K + 1
740 TEPPIK) = k(5,I,J)#CCN2
K = K + 1
1EPP(K| = k(S,ItPICI=CCN2
CG 7_i5 J=JLPvJ¥4
K = K • 1
"t45 1ENPiK) = ¼(5,[,J) iI'CCN2
CG i5C j-Jy-_PI,JYSN!
K = K 4' I
D-57
PRINT 12
JJ -- JYSM! - J ÷ 2
75C TEVP(K) = A(5,I_JJitC_N2
WRITE |6,28) (TEMP(KItK=X,X3)
IF (I.EQ.IX1) GC TC ?_C




755 CG 758 M=I,2
758 WRITE (6,2C)
GG TG 7gC
76C IF (I.NE.ICREP(LK).(IR°I.C-T. IX3) GC TC "/65
LK = LK ÷ l
LKI = LK
JLB = JLB ÷ 1
JUB = JUB - l
C-C TO ?E6
C
765 IF (I.NE.ICRCP(LK)} GC IC 76E
LK = LK ÷ I
LKI = LKI - I
JLB = JLB - l
JUE = JUB + 1
C
766 CC 77C J=JLB,Jt.P
K = J - JLB 4 I
770 TENP(K) = W(_tI,J}tCCN2
C




K = K • 1








78I WRITE (6t22) (IEMP(JI_J=IpK)
C-G TG 790
C
782 WRITE (6e23) (TEMP(J)tJ=IeK)
C-C TC 790
C
783 WRITE (6124) (IEIVP(J)tJ=ltK)
GO TC 790
C




785 kRITE (6t26) (TENP(J)tJ=I_KI
GC TC 79C
C














































READ IN IRPUT I






































INTEGER _ 4 TCCLhT•T•TT
CCPMONICCMI/W(5t52,23),
1 _SC(52•23)•
2 CAM ,CAM1 ,CAM2
3 CELT ,FLCGE •SO
4 CCh3 •CIFCC •XH
5 GLE •CP •EXP
CCMMONICCM2/ ICRCP(2C) •IR(30)•
l [XI •IXlPl •IXlPl
2 IX4PI ,IX4P2 ,IX4P3
3 JY2 ,JY2_I •JY2PI
4 JY3M2 •JY3PI •JY4
5 JYSPI •JY5M2 •ISLOPE _JEXL
CC_CNICCM31E(2C),XCIS(3),XCISP(3)





• GAP3 •CELX ,CELY •
tTNE •]TCL •TP •
• ENERC •XFL _CFEGA •TFICK,
• GUESS ,GEE tIPEX
,IX2 •IX3 •IX4 •
,JYI ,JYINI •JYIPI •
• JY2P2 •JY3 ,JY3FI t







1 AG •XLEN •¥LEN •XSLOPE •SLOPE •
2 CChl tCCh2 ,IRFC •IF ,IN •IE •
3 IPRES t_GPT
CCMMONICCMSITCCLhT•TtKICCFF•IT
CCFVCklCCPEITV(12,3,23)• TVA(12•2•22), XV(52)• YV(23)•
l XVEL(2•2•23)• YVEL(2•23)• SCNIC(2•2•23)• PRES(2•2•23)
CCFPChlCCF71AV(12,3tlO)tAVA(12•2,1CI•AXV(35)•AYV(5)
[IMEMSION YI(E2), ¥2(52)
XINT(_,B•C,X) = A ÷ X=(B - A) + X*(X - l.O)*(C - 2.*B + A)I2.











REAC (8) C ,XCIS
1 COSBI ,SIhE
2 ILEN
REAC IE) XM •P0
l XLEN •¥LEN
2 IRFC ,IN
READ (E) TCCHNI •T
REAC (E) TV •TVA
1 PRES
REAC (E) AV ,AVA
REAC (E•ENC=I2C)
EXPANC Ik I_E _ERTICAL
,XVCN2 •YNCF2 •VSG ,XMON2A
•GAPI •GAP2 •GAP3 •CELX
,SO •TNC •TTCL ,IF





tIXlPl •IX2 •IX3 fiX4 ,IX4Nl •
•JYI tJYINl •JYIPI •JY2 •JY2MI ,
• JY3 tJY3Nl ,JY3F2 •JY3PI ,JY6 t
tJY5 tJYSMI •JY5M2 •ISLOPE .•JEXL •
•XCISP •CFX tCFN tSINBI ,
• CCSIhE ,CIST •CISTP •
,TO •RHC0 •XFCMC •YNONO •AO •
,XSLCPE ,SLOPE •CChI •CON2 •
tiN •IE tIPRES
• KICGFF tiT





12C JM_X = (JY5 - 2)12 + I
J_AXMI = JMAX - l
JMAXM2 = JPAX - 2
IS_P = JPAX + JPAXP[
ISLMI = ISLP + l
LK = 1
JLI = 2





KK = KK + I










KK = ISUMI + 2
EC [_C J=2,JMAX
Jl = JMAX - J + 2
KK = KK - 2
W(K_ItKK) = Vl(Jl)







IF (K.EC.3) SIGN = -l.C
EC 2_C J=I,ISLP
Jl = ISUPI + J
J2 = IS_MI - J
_(K,I,JI) = WIK,I,J2)tSIGN
25C {CNTIhLE
EXPANC lh TFE FCRIZCKTAL DIRECTICN
ISLM3 = 2$ISLP
l_X = IX2 - ISLCPE - I
JJ = I
CC 5CC J=2,1SLP3
PM = J + [
D-63
MAIN (CONV) - 2
IlVOC "= MCI3(MP,2I
JJ = IlVOC + JJ
IF (IMEC.EC.C.ANC.JJ.LT.JY3) GE IO 355
IF (IIwEC.EC.1.ANC.JJ.GE.JY3) GC TO 355
IF (JJ.LI.JY2) GC TC 310
IF (JJ.E¢.JY2) GC IC 32G
IF (JJ.GI.JY2.ANC.JJ.LT.JY3) GE TC 355
IF (JJ.EC.J¥3) C-C 1C 330
GC TC 34C
310 IMAX = IMAX + ISLOPE
It, = lt'AX - !
hUTS = 0
CC TC 35C
320 IVAX = [NAX * ISLCPE + 5
It, = IPAX- l
hUTS = IC
CO TO 35C
330 IMAX = IMAX - ISLOPE - 5
IL = IPAX - !
hLTS = 0
GC TC 35C
340 [PAX = I_AX - ISLCPE
350 IMAXPX = IVAX + I
IMAXM2 = IMAX - 2
ISUM2 = I_AX + IL + I
355 CC 4CC K=l,6
CC 38C I=2,IMAXP!













I<K = KK + 2
k(K_KK,J) = V2(I-I)
390 W(KtKK÷ItJ) = YI{I)
IF (JJ.GI.JY2.CR.IPOC.EC.O) GO TC 394
IL = [SU_2 - 2*ISLCPE + I - hUTS
CC 391 I=ILtlSLP2
D-64
MAIN (OONV) - 3
DE 3_1 N=ltlC
JP = J -
IF (JP.LE.1) GC TC 391
klKtIiJP) = k{K•I•J)
391CENTIkLE
394 IF (JJ.LI.JY3.CR.IPOC.E¢.O} GC TC 40C
IL = I._UP2 - 2*ISLCPE • 1 - hUIS
CC 395 I=ILtlSLtJ2
CC 395 N=I•IC
JP = J + N









kRITE THE NEk CATA Ok TAPE 8











kRI]E (8) C •XOIS
1 COSBI •SINE
2 ILEN
kRITE (8) XN vPO
l XLEN •¥LEN
2 IR_C •IN
kRITE (8) TCCUkT •T
¼RITE (8) ]V - •TVA
I PRES
kRITE (8) AV tara
• X_ON2 •YWCN2 •VSC
• GAWI •GAP2 •GAN3
,SO •TNC tTTCL
• ENERC •XW_ ,CNEGa
• XNCM2A •YMOW2A •
• CELX •CELY •
• TP •CON3 •
• THICK •QUE •
,IXIPI ,IXZ •IX3 tlX6 •IX6Wl t
,JYI ,JYINI •JYIPI •JY2 •JY2N1 •
• JY3 _JY3M1 tJY3W2 _JY3Pl _JY4 •
,JY5 ,JYSW1 tJYSW2 ,ISLOPE _JEXL t
• XCISP _CFX _CFN •SINBI •
• COSIhE •CIST tCISTF •
• TO _RHCO •XNC_C •YMONO •AO •
tXSLOPE •SLCPE •CCNI tCON2 •
tiN •IE •IPRES
tKICQFF _1T








MAIN (CONV) - 4
SUBROLT[NE IhT
INTEGER * 4 TCC_NTtT,TT
2 CAP tGAMl eGAM2
3 CELt ,FUDGE tSC
4 CC_3 tCIFCC tXH
5 CLE tCP tEXP
CCPPOK/CC_2/ IERCP(2C) ,IR(3Olt
l IXl ,IXIMI ,IXlPl
2 IX4M1 ,IX4M2 ,IX4M3
3 JY2 _JY2M1 .JY2Pl






COMMON/COM1/k(5,52,23), A(5,30,5), XPOP2(52,23), YMOM2(52123),
Y5¢(52,23), XMC_2A(3C,5)t YMCM2A(3CtS), VSCA(30,5)l
,THICK,
,IX2 .IX3 ,IX6 .
tJY| tJYIMI .JYIPI .
,4Y2P2 ,JY3 tJY3NI ,
,JYkN| .JY4P1 tJY5 ,
,ISLOPE ,JEXL ,JEXU
COMMON/CC_3/C(2CI,XCIS(3),XCISFI3I,DFX(2),CFN(3),
1 SIkBl tCCSB[ ,SI_E tCOSINE ,CIST ,EISTP ,
2 ILEN
COPMONICOM4/XM ,PO ,TO ,RHCO ,XMCMO ,YNOMO ,
l AC ,XLEN tYLEN tXSLOPE •SLOPE •
2 CON1 ,CON2 ,IR_O rIM ,IN ,[E •
3 IPRES ,NCPT
CCMMONICOMSIICC_NT_TtKICCFF,IT
COMMON/CCM6/TV(I2t]t23), TVA(I2,2,22)t XV(S2It YV(23),
l XVEL(2,2,23)t YVEL(2•23), SCNICI2,2,23)t PRES(2,2•23)
CC_MON/CCM7/AV(12,3,10),AVAI12,2,IO),AXV(35),AYV(5)
2 FORMAT (315)





40 REAC (5,4) LENXltLENX2,LENX3•LENXk
READ (5,4) LEN_I,LEN¥2,LENY3tLEN¥4tLENY5
REAC (5,3) XM, POt TO, GANt FUOGE, OELX, DIFCC_ _UE
REAC (5,4) T,TT,NOPTtIRHC,IM•IMtIEtIPRE$
READ (5,g) TCO_N1tXMUtOMEGA,THICK






IXl : LENXI • 2
IXIMI = IXl - I
IXlPl = IXl * I
IX2 = LENX2 4 2
IX2PI = IX2 * l
IX3 = LENX3 • 2
IX3PI = IX3 • I








IX6NI = IX4 - l
[X6M2 = IX6 - 2
IX6V3 = IX6 - 3
JYI = LEhYI + 2
JYINI = JYI - l
JYIPI = JYI + 1
JY2 = LENY2 + 2
JY2V[ = JY2 - [
JY2PI = JY2 + I
JY2P2 = JY2 + 2
JY3 = LEVY3 + 2
JY3N| = JY3 - 1
JY3N2 = JY3 - 2
JY3PI = JY3 + I
JY6 = LENY6 + 2
JY6N] = JY6 - ]
JY6PI = JY6 + I
JY5 = LENY5 + 3
JY5VI = JY5 - l
JY5V2 = JY5 - 2
JEXL = JY2N1
JEXU = JY3Pl
IF (NESH .E¢. Q) GC TO 65
JEXL = JEXL - l
JEXU = JEXU + I










IF (K.EQ.3) SIGh = -1.O
60 W[K_ItJY2-1) = SIGN_W(K.ItJY3+I)










IF (K.EQ.3) SIGN = -I.C
80 h(KtIgJY2-2) = SIGNCk(KtI,JY3+2)
CALCULATE CGNSTANTS
hCNDIPENSICNALIZE THE VARIABLES






C-AM1 = G_V - 1.
C-AM2 = GA_I/2.
GAV3 = (GAM - 3o)12.












CUE = _UE / CEN2 * CCN3
TEST [C SEE IF CELIQEE BCUNCARIES ARE PRESENT
ILEN = LENX3 - LENX2








INFORMATION FOR SUBRCUTINE BOUND
ICO ISLOPE = ILENILENY2
SLCPE = [SLOPE
XSLCPE = -I°/SLCPF








lie C(I) = 3.*CIST - 2.*CS




112 XEIS(I) = Y/SLOPE • 2o*DELX
CO I14 I=l,3
P = I











Ilk XCISPI]) = ¥/SLCPE ÷ 2.VCELX
CETERVENAIICh CF LINES WFERE PCIhTS SHCUL0 BE CRCPPEC
[U = ILEN/ISLCPE
EG I2C I=ltIL
K = ] - t
E2C [CRGP([) = IX2 + K*ISLCPE + [
ICIS = 2
IF (MESH .EC. I) ICIS = 3
CO 125 I=I,ICIS
K = IL + I
125 ICRGP(K) = IX3PI • 3.I
ICRCP(K+I) = IX6 • I
GEEMETRY FCR TFE CIFFLSER






130 CFX(N) = CELX * P*CISP
CC 135 N=l,3
P = 3 - _ + I
R = P*CELX
CS = R,SINE
135 CFN(M) = 3.*CISIP - 2.*CS
ESTABLIS_ INITIAL CONOITIONS




VS_(I,JI = IXMCM2iI,J) ÷ YPO_2(ltJlllWlItItJI
k(5,I,J) = GAMItIWI4,I,J| - VSC(ItJI_O-5_W(I,ItJ)I
2C0 CCNTINLE
XH = GAMIGANI*W(5,2,10)/W(I,2,IO) + XNCM2(2,1OI/12.*W(I,2_IO)|






210 a(4,ltJ) = EhERO
IF (I-EQ.2) GO IC 300
IR(1) = MCD(I_6)
IF (IR(I).E{.G._P.IR(1).EQ.I.OR.IRII)-EQ-2-OR-IR(1)-EQ-5)GO IO 260
GO TC 3CC
AVERACE VALUES AROUNC THE HCLES
D-69
INT - 4
260 EO 28C K=lt6
SIGN = I.G
IF {K°EQ.3) SIGN = -log
A(KtI,JYI) = (A(KtI,JYI} + _(Ktl_JVI)|12.
k(KtItJYl) = A(K,I,JYI)







VS_A(I,J) = {XPOP2A(I,J) + YPO_2A(I,J))/A(1,I,J)
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